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Executive Summary & Recommendations 
This project has conducted 113 interviews, 18 site visits, and 3 literature reviews in order to 

discover requirements of users at Oxford and understand the broader landscape of 

resource discovery. Through analysis of the data across all of these areas, a significant 

and nuanced understanding of current and future trends in resource discovery has 

emerged. Based on this, the following recommendations have been made.  

Areas for Investment, Part 1: Mapping the Landscape of Things 

● Visualizing the scope of the collections at Oxford. Using collection-level 
metadata, provide an interactive diagram that represents the range of collections at 
Oxford.  

● Cross collection search. Taking existing metadata from across the collections, 
use a Lucene-based technology such as Elasticsearch to index and expose the 
existing item-level metadata. 
 

Areas for Investment, Part 2: Mapping the Landscape of People  

● Create a directory of expertise at Oxford. The current researcher collaboration 
tool project, run by Research Services, aims to provide a directory of research and 
expertise. Ideally, this project should be built with an open and flexible framework 
in order to further enable: 

● Visualization of the network of experts and research. A graph of the 
professional networks at Oxford would facilitate discovery and navigation within 
and between fields. 

● Connect people, resources, and events. Providing a reliable source for 
upcoming talks by division or subject area would be heavily used and well-
received. 
 

Areas for Investment, Part 3: Supporting Researchers’ Established Practices 

● Getting existing metadata out to the places where many researchers work. 
Exposing metadata for indexing by Google and Google Scholar would undoubtedly 
assist those who start their searches on the open web. 

● Investigate methods to facilitate citation-chaining, which is ubiquitous across 
all disciplines. 
 

Next Steps 

These activities should be guided and supported by establishing an interdisciplinary 

research group to take forward the recommendations of the report. 

This research group should ensure investment in the analytics and data infrastructure 

to support evidence based decision making across the collections. 

The Academic Services and University Collections (ASUC) should investigate the creation 

of a ‘Collections @ Oxford’ portal. 

Activities will be integrated with other potential or actual projects, notably the researcher 
collaboration tool project, the Oxford Linked Open Data project, and a platform for digitized 
content throughout the University. 
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Aims and Objectives 
The University of Oxford aims to lead the world in research and education.1 This is driven 

by its consumption and production of priceless intellectual assets including publications and 

data, teaching resources, library resources, archives and museum collections. However, 

though some collections, resources and expertise are catalogued and listed in great detail, 

they can be hard to find, take diverse forms and are often not suited to discovery by 

potential users. And the catalogued collections only represent a part of the overall holdings 

of the University’s museums and libraries. This means that Oxford researchers and 

students are not benefiting as fully as they should from the wealth of knowledge that has 

been collected, created, purchased or licensed on their behalf. Thus the University’s riches 

are hidden from view, underexposed and underutilized, in a time in which, increasingly, a 

piece of information that cannot be easily found on the web is assumed not to exist. Even 

for more persevering hunters, the process takes longer than it could, the risk of missing 

some piece of vital information is high, and the tools do not adapt well to individual user 

requirements. 

The aim of this project was to scope new approaches to finding information and collections 

of relevance to research and teaching at Oxford. It has explored new tools and approaches 

to enable students and researchers at Oxford and abroad to understand the scope of 

collections held by the University and to find them quickly and efficiently. It has examined 

recent developments in the semantic web, linked data and data visualization; considered 

the application of domain specific tools in other disciplines; and investigated commercial 

enterprise search solutions to understand the benefits and costs these could bring. In short, 

this project has sought world-leading solutions for connecting students and researchers at 

Oxford (and abroad) with the collections that are available to them. Good resource 

discovery tools, though, are not simply about making research easier and faster, but about 

facilitating the creation, preservation and discovery of knowledge by enabling new modes 

of research—especially across disciplines.2  

Within the overall objective of upgrading the resource discovery facilities of the University 

of Oxford to the standards which are needed to maintain the institution’s worldwide status 

in research and teaching, this project aimed: 

1. to understand how best to enhance the resource discovery capabilities available to 
members of the University of Oxford, both staff and students, together with other 
consumers of services offered by the University (such as external researchers 
admitted to the libraries and museums as well as alumni) so that they are able to 
carry out their work more effectively;  

2. to enhance the global provision of access to resources hosted by the University of 
Oxford to these groups, enabling their discovery through external tools and thus 
enhancing the visibility of the University’s virtual estate; and 

3. to support the University of Oxford in the fulfilment of its Strategic Plan and Digital 
Strategy by providing tools and services that will support world-leading research 
and teaching within and across disciplines.  

                                                      

 

 

1 From the University Strategic Plan: Vision http://www.ox.ac.uk/about/organisation/strategic-plan 

2 See The University of Oxford Digital Strategy: http://www.ox.ac.uk/about/organisation/digital-strategy 
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Scope 
The project has taken a wide-ranging view of the meaning of the term ‘resource discovery’. 

Here it is defined as any activity which makes it possible for an individual to locate 

information which he or she needs. Such material and such activities may be digital or 

analogue in nature. 

In scope 
Alongside digital discovery facilities, this means that the scope of this project has included 

investigation of strategies which do not currently use IT (e.g. printed catalogues and in 

person discussions) or which may be digital in nature but do not use University of Oxford 

services (e.g. social media).  

Similarly, the scope of relevant stakeholders has been defined widely, including members 

of the University of Oxford (students, faculty, staff and researchers) external readers, and 

any members of the public who visit the University museums or access the University’s 

virtual estate for the purposes of teaching, learning and research. While these users are 

considered the primary stakeholders here, a secondary group of stakeholders are the 

myriad departments and individuals tasked with building and managing the current and 

future resource discovery tools at Oxford. For them, this project aims to provide a unified 

vision (although not necessarily a single, unified solution) that will facilitate their work within 

the context of the broader University.  

Out of scope 
While it is clear that underlying metadata quality is of vital importance to successful 

resource discovery (which is well-supported in the data collected), the scoping study has 

not included cataloguing enhancement projects within its recommendations. The 

recommendations have taken the approach that resource discovery needs to start from the 

current situation, and not require many years of cataloguing work to be completed before 

improvements can be made. 

Similar remarks apply to fulfilment—that is, the actual access to the information the 

discoverer wants (e.g., downloading an article after it has been located). The results of this 

project show that work is needed to improve fulfilment mechanisms — particularly around 

authentication — but that work is tangential to that proposed here. Again, resource 

discovery needs to start from the current situation, and not depend on enhancements 

elsewhere to provide improvements. Essentially, the position to be adopted by the analysis 

is that resource discovery is the process which comes between data/metadata creation and 

fulfilment. 
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Methods and Work: What We Did 
This project has conducted 113 interviews, 18 site visits and 3 literature reviews in order 

to:  

● discover the requirements of users of University services (including non-members 
of the University of Oxford) for resource discovery; 

● audit the major local resources which need to be discoverable to these users and 
their current resource discovery provision; 

● investigate the responses of other academic institutions and commercial 
organizations in the UK and globally with similar requirements; and 

● evaluate the current available commercial solutions. 
 

While the scoping and analysis has been led by the Bodleian Libraries, it has drawn upon 

expertise around and outside the University of Oxford on the steering committee, project 

team, and stakeholder group. The project team has consisted of member of IT Services, 

the Oxford e-Research Centre, as well as several external consultants with expertise in 

this area.  

The project activities were divided into five areas of activity:  

1. User consultation (speaking to those in the University and outside to find out what 
their discovery needs are and how they want them to be provided for) 

2. Oxford collection providers consultation (speaking to those who professionally 
guide users to discover the resources they need) 

3. Peer institutions consultation (recognizing that Oxford is not alone in having 
resource discovery problems, and seeking to learn from ideas and work elsewhere) 

4. Vendor/publisher consultation (speaking to providers of software and services 
which include resource discovery, including search engines, publisher websites 
and databases, union catalogues and portals, etc.) 

5. Literature search and innovation consultation (looking at possible sources for 
innovative ideas which may not be originally intended for resource discovery, as 
well as the now fairly extensive resource discovery literature) 
 

The data and conclusions from each of these areas is provided in summary form as an 

appendix, but the overall recommendations have taken into consideration all of the data 

as a whole.  

In total, the project conducted:  

●  45 Interviews with users of collections around Oxford 
●  30 Interviews with collection ‘providers’ (representing all of the collections at 

Oxford and their users) 
●  22 Consultations with external institutions (11 of which were site visits) 
●  16 Interviews with vendors/suppliers 
●  7 On-site visits to Oxford libraries and museums to observe researchers 
●  3 literature reviews 

User Interviews 
Interviews were conducted with 45 known users of library and museum resources. Faculty 

were identified using existing personal and professional networks, while students were 
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identified primarily through a list of volunteers gathered at the 2015 Freshers’ Fair. Efforts 

were made to draft interviewees from all four divisions3 and try to represent as much 

diversity in academic / research practice as possible. Medical Science interviewees were 

the most difficult to recruit, possibly due to greater schedule constraints. The aim for 

diversity in respondents meant not just looking across the departments but ensuring the 

selection of people who use a wide variety of research materials. Interviewed users 

mentioned looking for: printed books and journals, modern papers and archives, 

manuscripts, museum collections (objects and works on paper), e-books and e-journals, 

data sets, open access materials, pre-prints, and computer code4). The final dispersal of 

respondents amongst the divisions was:  

 

 

 

  

                                                      

 

 

3 http://www.ox.ac.uk/about/divisions-and-departments 

4 Often from institutional repositories or discipline-based repositories like Arxiv 

Figure 1: User Interviews, by division and researcher type 

http://www.ox.ac.uk/about/divisions-and-departments
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All interviewers employed semi-structured and person-centred interview techniques. 

Interviewers began with a structured set of questions, but allowed for significant 

personalization in responses. Each interview was approximately 60 minutes in length and 

was recorded in full in order to enhance and substantiate written notes. The interviews 

were not transcribed in full, but the recordings were re-visited when clarification was 

required. The data was analyzed by creating a table of responses to each interview 

question. As patterns emerged from the responses, the table was broken into more and 

more columns to accommodate more granular coding.  

In order to find the 45 interview respondents, the project team approached (most via email) 

over 92 people. As the interviewees were volunteers, the team recognizes that they were a 

self-selecting group, who were already likely to be users or supporters of the libraries and 

museums. When asked for an interview, several people responded that they “didn’t use the 

library or museums at all” and therefore could not be of use to the project. Such 

respondents were actually sought-after as they provided valuable data about non-use of 

existing discovery tools and also about perceptions of University resources. The number of 

interview respondents who did not use existing University finding aids was therefore far 

below the suspected ratio5. In other words, the interview data is skewed towards users of 

existing library and museum discovery tools and this has been taken into consideration in 

the analysis of the data by weighting the responses from the ‘non-users’ more heavily.  

Oxford Collection Providers Consultation 
The Oxford Providers consultation strand interviewed those from around the University who 

already have a role in the provision of resource discovery, principally those who: 

● answer user queries about discovering resources 
● provide training to users 
● have oversight of work which produces resources with a discovery element 

 

The first way in which this side of discovery was investigated was through exercises to look 

at the types of queries which experts receive and how they are resolved. The departments 

involved were the Radcliffe Science Library, Bodleian Special Collections, and two 

departments from the Ashmolean Museum. The approach was a combination of shadowing 

and the discussion with the providers of typical queries (using real examples) – the latter 

because it would not be possible to guarantee that enough interesting queries were 

received during a few hours on a help desk. The purpose of this was partly to orient the 

investigator as to the sorts of questions answered, in order to prepare for the later parts of 

the work. 

The second stage, five weeks of interviews, covered archivists, curators, managers and 

librarians from the Bodleian Libraries, colleges, museums and other academic related 

departments. In total, 25 interviews were held with 29 interviewees, all of which (except 

one) were recorded for note taking purposes. These break down as: 

● Librarians (13) 
● Curatorial staff (5) 
● Holders of IT and digital content related posts (9) 
● Archivists (2) 

                                                      

 

 

5 To take one example, it is suspected that 20% of students and faculty at the University of Oxford use SOLO.  
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● Employed by Bodleian Libraries (13) 
● Employed by University museums (9) 
● Employed by colleges (5) 
● Employed elsewhere (2) 

 

Interviews were held in June and July 2015. These were semi-structured in form, allowing 

concentration on areas of special interest or relevance from the work of each consultee. 

Additional information was also gathered from SOLO Live Help session logs and from 

query counting statistics. 

This consultation also included a review and discussions with managers of relevant and 

related projects. These included: 

● ORLiMS - a Staff Innovation Project run by the Social Science Library to facilitate 
the creation of reading lists;  

● Blue Pages - an IT Services and Bodleian project (originally piloted by the Bodleian 
in 2009) to create a directory of research at Oxford; and   

● Oxford Linked Open Data (OXLOD) - a pilot project with the e-Research Centre 
and the museums to create open linked data.  

Peer Institutions 
A target list of 23 organizations was selected, chosen in order of preference from the 

‘Resource Discovery Project Targets for External Consultation’ list put together by the 

Resource Discovery Project Working Group. Marshall Breeding, the author of the ‘Future of 

Library Resource Discovery’ white paper, published in February 2015 

(http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/14487/future_library_resource_disco

very.pdf) was also added to the list at a later stage. The selected target list consisted of 

organizations from the UK, Europe, US and Australia, some of which are similar in size and 

complexity to Oxford. Of the 24 targets that were contacted, two institutions were 

unavailable within the project timeframe. The remaining organizations included three 

museums, two public, two joint libraries  and a national archive service (the UK National 

Archives), two consultants, as well as a wide range of universities. 

The main research method was the interview, either in person or via Skype. A list of areas 

of discussion was drawn up to direct the interviews. This was not envisaged as a rigid list to 

follow but as discussion points to be tailored to the specific points of interest for each 

chosen institution to consult. Each interview was recorded (for note-taking purposes only) 

and a written summary of the interview was sent back to the participants to check and sign 

off. Whenever possible, efforts were made to speak to several people within the 

organization, preferably from several divisions (e.g. libraries and museums) to get a fuller 

perspective. This proved to be difficult given the size and complexity of the participating 

organizations, the project time-frame and the time of year (the project timescale 

overlapping with the holiday period). 

Vendor/Publisher Consultations 
Seventeen providers of discovery tools and services were consulted about their current 

provision of resource discovery and future plans in the area. This included both commercial 

and non-commercial providers, of the following types: 

● discovery solution providers (both software and cloud oriented) (6 participants); 
● collection management software providers (3 participants covering 5 products used 

or considered for use at the University of Oxford); 
● publishers of data for discovery services (who also run their own discovery on their 

websites) (9 participants); 

http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/14487/future_library_resource_discovery.pdf
http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/14487/future_library_resource_discovery.pdf
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● managers of union catalogues and services (6 participants) 
● bodies providing general digital solutions for teaching and research (1 participant) 

 

Several of the consultees fall into more than one of these categories. A number of other 

organizations were contacted, and were unable or unwilling to contribute during the project. 

Consultees included UK, European, Israeli, and US providers. 

Consultations took the form of interviews, using multiple communication methods including 

telephone/Skype calls, email discussions, meetings and discussions as part of seminars.  

The discussions were not consistently structured; each being planned around specific 

objectives relating to the type of provider involved. Many, but not all, of the discussions 

were recorded for note taking purposes only. Discussions took place between May and 

November 2015. 

Literature Reviews 
Three literature reviews were conducted over the course of the project. First, a general 

review of the literature around ‘resource discovery’ (Appendix 5). This resulted mostly in 

work produced by or about libraries. 

The project also conducted a literature review on innovative areas in information discovery 

and navigation, with the explicit goals of determining a short list of technologies which 

might have an impact on resource discovery in the near future as well as identifying 

potential project partners. This review focused on current research in information retrieval 

and visualization (Appendix 6). A second literature review was conducted around the use of 

Social Media for discovery (Appendix 7).  
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Analysis of Data: What We Found 

Users 
The interviews with current teaching faculty, research staff, students and alumni uncovered 

a far more nuanced understanding of search behaviour than is often portrayed in the 

literature around resource discovery. This project found a number of important patterns 

which provide the background for recommendations. While a full report on the findings from 

users can be found in Appendix 1, what is presented here is a brief summary of the 

findings that had the greatest impact on the recommendations.  

Firstly, resource discovery at Oxford is very discipline-specific. While quite a few 

people do start their search at Google, many start at the Bodleian’s SOLO catalogue. 

Within certain disciplines, though, searchers will jump straight to the top resources in their 

field (arXiv for Physics, PubMed for Medicine, WestLaw or similarly specialized tools for 

Law). These findings are consistent with the well-documented understanding of the 

differences in ‘known-item’ versus subject searching,6 and emphasize that while that both 

happen in all disciplines, the sciences are often dominated by the former. One notable 

exception to this is evidence-based medicine, where researchers are often engaged in very 

thorough subject-based searching. 

There is continued evidence that students need to learn how to search. As one 

professor said, “it's clear that reasonably diligent students are strikingly not sophisticated in 

their searching. Students search in one place, and if they don't find anything on the first try, 

they think it doesn’t exist.” 

Nonetheless, discovery is not as simple as ‘novice’ vs. ‘expert’. Experts in their fields 

may use some of the same discovery tools and techniques as incoming students in certain 

circumstances. A professor in one discipline may, for example, use Wikipedia or basic 

Google searches to familiarize themselves with a new topic just as a new student might.  

Specifically at Oxford, resource discovery is still a very ‘analogue’ process for many 

collections and within many disciplines. Searchers rely heavily on printed catalogues 

and hand lists in many different areas as these are the only forms of descriptions about 

certain catalogues.  

Nearly every interviewee said that they rely on asking someone (colleague, supervisor, 

curator, librarian or known specialist) at some point in their search process. This was as 

true of ‘expert’ researchers as of ‘novice’ ones. Asking people, and knowing who to ask, 

seems to make the difference between simply finding what you need to complete an 

assignment and becoming an expert researcher. As a senior researcher in Chemistry 

said “at Oxford, information is power, so nobody shares information online. That's why 

people are so important to finding information.” 

                                                      

 

 

6 For a brief description of known-item searching and as short bibliography please see: 

http://www.iva.dk/bh/Core%20Concepts%20in%20LIS/articles%20a-z/known_item_search.htm Recent 
discussions about known-item searching have largely been within the context library discovery services and 
whether they are meeting the needs of known-item searching. See, for example, Is known-tem searching really an 
issue for web-scale discovery? And Discovery system – testing known item searching 
http://emilysingley.net/discovery-systems-testing-known-item-searching/  
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Despite the discussion in the literature around the use of Social Media for resource 

discovery (see Appendix 7), none of the respondents in this project said that they used 

open/public social media platforms for asking resource discovery questions. Two said that 

they have used social media to ask a question, but rarely. Those that do use social media, 

use it as a way to monitor interest groups, people, conferences, blogs in their field, or as a 

mechanism to promote their own projects or work. Ten used Twitter and seven used 

Facebook for ‘keeping up’ with developments, including publications, in their field. Ten 

used Academia.edu for this purpose, and four interviewees explicitly mentioned using 

ResearchGate. Students used closed email lists or What’s App/Snapchat groups to share 

articles and news items, but this was very much an extension of simply their colleagues in 

person.  

Perhaps most importantly, this project found that the discovery process was for many 

searchers about becoming expert in their field as much as it was about finding 

individual items in their collections. Multiple interviewees cited ‘trial and error’ as key to 

their evolution as researchers. In other words, the more people search and successfully 

find, the more expert they become in their field. This is in part because they learn the 

boundaries as well as the tips and tricks for finding the most credible sources and the less 

well-known parts of the collections. Expertise in a domain requires two things: an 

understanding of the parameters of your domain and an understanding of the available and 

relevant resources in those areas. The ‘expert’ researchers interviewed had varying levels 

of confidence about their mastery of these domains, but all seem to have a clear sense of 

its ‘borders’. One senior researcher in the humanities used a cartographical metaphor for 

this: “If I get dropped into the middle of the landscape, I can deduce where I am and 

navigate my way out, whereas my students will latch on to the first tree that looks 

interesting.” 

Outside of Oxford: Vendors and Peer Institutions 
Vendors and Publishers 
This branch of consultation had a major limitation: commercial organizations concentrate 

on selling their product(s), and therefore are secretive and biased when taking part in this 

kind of exercise. Nonetheless, the consulted vendors indicated an increasing interest in: 

● Cloud services (many services are now only available in this form) 
● Standards and APIs 
● Linked open data 

 

Publishers of data were mainly focused on the provision of discovery through their own 

websites and in the provision of data to aggregate services such as Primo Central and 

EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS) (though some did not widely disseminate their data to 

these services); more experimental discovery methods such as Linked Open Data were 

viewed as outside the scope of their activities. Cleanliness of data, accuracy and 

availability in the indexes, and use of these services by subscribing customers to provide 

discovery to the publisher’s resources were far more important. 

Several vendors, mostly those which already numbered the University as a customer, 

expressed an interest in collaborative work in resource discovery. Vendors are eager to 

partner with their customers because they don’t know what to do next. Academic and 

cultural institutions outside of Oxford are largely in the same place: not satisfied with their 

current discovery tools and looking for ‘what is next’. 
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Peer Institutions 
For all the participants in this strand of the research, resource discovery development is 

very much work in progress, as nobody felt that they had ‘cracked it’. Resource discovery 

at a complex institution requires a lot of resource, especially if there is a lot of 

customization and/ or local development required. This poses questions of long-term 

sustainability. Commercial discovery platforms make the job easier but there are limited 

options for customization, user interface design and further development. 

Peer institutions felt that the way forward was with linked data, but that there is no 

commercial resource discovery system that has fully explored the benefits of this route, so 

search results tend to be linear and lack in detail. This is no longer sufficient for users who 

are getting used to a more semantic way of searching on the web. Sometimes not rushing 

to implement a new system that has come on the market pays off, as things move so fast. 

There is evidence of rapid improvements in functionality offered by commercial systems. 

Looking Forward: The Literature 
Three literature reviews were conducted over the course of this project. The first (Appendix 

5) provides an overview of literature to date on the general principles of resource discovery. 

A second focused specifically on the use of social media for resource discovery. A third 

report looks at the long trajectory of search-based information technologies and discusses 

opportunities for innovation in resources discovery—particularly in the use of visualization. 

While the data from users had informed the recommendation in terms of what to do this last 

investigation has significantly informed the recommendations about how. Min Chen, 

Professor of Scientific Visualization at the Oxford e-Research Centre has concluded the 

report with the following observations:   

Although ontology-based search engine technology has been around for about two 

decades, it has not shown significant effectiveness in resource discovery. The reasons that 

may explain this problem include the following. (i) It is costly to capture and integrate 

metadata of resources. (ii) It is costly to support reasonably complex ontologies with 

necessary techniques such as crawlers and indexing and buffering. (iii) The amount of 

search activities for library resources is simply insignificant for enabling ontology-learning. 

Database-based technology remains the dominant search aid, but its deployment is 

hindered by the lack of support from visualization for enabling the rapid identification of 

false positives and false negatives, from interactive visualization for exploring the search 

space without a set of well-defined search criteria, and from provenance visualization for 

reducing the cognitive load of remembering what has been searched. 

The next generation of technology for supporting the discovery of resources may need to 

be developed through new innovations while learning the advances of other fields (e.g., 

online search). It is unlikely that simply borrowing strategy will work. Such an uncreative 

strategy may actually damage infrastructures and sciences in the long run, as the Internet 

service providers are using the advantages of the online search technology to take away 

the services traditionally belonging to library infrastructures. When there is a competition, it 

is disadvantageous for one party to compete on the other party’s term and with the other 

party’s technology. 

Interactive visualization and visual analytics should have a significant role in the next 

generation of resource discovery technology. It is important to understand what 

visualization is really for. The key is to save the user’s time and reduce their cognitive load. 

However, most of visualizations used in current library technology focus on displaying 
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search results, while users often find easier and quicker to read the textual results anyway. 

Hence most existing efforts in this area are unproductive. 

Oxford is one of the largest library resource providers in the world. It has the best 

opportunity to lead the development of library technology through innovation. However, it 

will always be harder to make and implement a strategic decision to innovate than to 

borrow. 
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Recommendations & Next Steps  
The following recommendations are based on a combination of all of the data and literature 

consulted over the course of this project. The recommendations are intended to improve 

the resource discovery situation at Oxford without replacing existing useful tools or 

attempting to implement a single, monolithic solution.  

The recommendations below are based upon the general and well-known understanding of 

the difference between ‘known-item’ searching (that is, searching for something specific 

and known to the searcher) and other forms of searching which are less well-understood. 

While recommending solutions to improve both types of searching, this project has greatly 

increased understanding of the latter forms and has uncovered a far more nuanced 

understanding of how and why people search for resources.  

Areas for Investment, Part 1: Mapping the Landscape of 
Things 
The journey from novice information seeker to experienced researchers is not only about 

gaining skills for searching and finding but about gaining expertise in a particular domain. 

As mentioned above in the findings, this expertise requires two things: an understanding of 

the parameters of your domain and an understanding of the available and relevant 

resources in those areas. ‘Experts’ have varying levels of confidence about their mastery of 

these domains, but all seem to have a clear sense of its ‘borders’. Therefore, resource 

discovery should at least in part be about helping people to identify and define these 

borders.  

Figure 2: Types of Materials, and Levels of Discoverability 

 

DPhil students are particularly sensitive to the problem of novelty and domain mapping as 

they are tasked with finding and creating something original, possibly for the first time in 

their academic careers. This requires that they first have a firm grasp of what has already 

been done/ discovered in their field.  
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Figure 3: Researchers’ Discovery of Library Materials: Novice Searchers 

 

Figure 4: Researchers’ Discovery of Library Materials: Expert Searchers 

 

Based on this understanding of information discovery and acquisition, these projects are 

intended to help searchers of all levels understand both their domains and the 

information/collections environment at Oxford. These projects are about orienting users to 

the corpora of collections (digital and non-digital) at Oxford and they include:   

Visualizing the scope of the collections at Oxford. Using collection-level metadata, 

provide an interactive diagram that represents the range of collections at Oxford. 

Interactive Venn diagrams (for example) could provide a high-level overview of what exists 

in what form at a basic, or even binary, level. For example, works on paper vs. objects; 
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printed vs. manuscripts; visual vs. textual; digitized vs. not digitized; catalogued vs. not 

catalogued. Dates could be contextualized within ranges of centuries.  Such an interface 

would provide researchers with an immediate visual guide to how many collections are at 

Oxford and their relative sizes, which ones are searchable electronically, which are 

catalogued in print indices and which are not yet catalogued. Overlaps in collection 

provenance, topic or format could provide starting points for navigation. Other views of the 

data may be able to expose less well-known or unexpected parts of the collections such as 

that the Pitt Rivers Museum has a manuscript collection and that the Bodleian has art. The 

Crossing Disciplines project at Columbia University7 (Figure 5) goes some way toward 

illustrating how such a project might look, but is based solely on bibliographic data.  

Figure 5: The Crossing Disciplines project at Columbia University 

 

The British Museum has also explored visual navigation of their collections8. 

Figure 6: History connected: ‘The Museum of the World’ microsite allows users to explore and make 
connections between the world’s cultures. 

 

                                                      

 

 

7 For more information, see http://spatialinformationdesignlab.org/project_sites/library/crossingDisciplines.html  
8 From The British Museum: A Museums for the World by Neil MacGregor 
http://blog.britishmuseum.org/2015/11/12/the-british-museum-a-museum-for-the-world/ 

http://spatialinformationdesignlab.org/project_sites/library/crossingDisciplines.html
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Cross collection search. Beyond sending researchers to many different places to look for 

relevant collections, a cross collection search would ideally allow discovery across the 

libraries, garden and museums, while still allowing users to narrow their search to one or 

more collections (and allowing the individual collections to brand their own home pages). 

As one researcher said, ‘I want to be able to search for Egyptian mummies and get results 

of articles and books by Egyptologists, the latest scientific analysis of mummies from 

Chemistry, as well as find where the actual mummies in the museums are’. This project 

would take existing metadata from across the collections and use a Lucene-based 

technology such as Elasticsearch to index and expose the existing item-level metadata. 

This would be intended as an experiment to make the most of existing data without 

expecting ‘perfection’ or completeness. Part of the inspiration behind this idea is the project 

called Two Way Street http://twoway.st/ . Using acquisition data from the British Museum, 

the project provides an ‘independent explorer’ for the collections. As described by the 

project’s architect, George Oates, “This is a sketch made quickly to explore what it means 

to navigate a museum catalogue made of over two million records. It's about skipping 

around quickly, browsing the metadata as if you were wandering around the museum itself 

in Bloomsbury, or better yet, fossicking about unattended in the archives.” 

Figure 7: Two Way Street: a Visual Navigation of the British Museum's provenance data 

 

Taken together, these two projects would provide not only a number of novel ways to 

navigate the collections, but a clear sense of what is being missed when searching. In 

other words, the object would be to visualize not only what is being found, but what is not 

being found due to lack of item-level metadata. A professor in the Humanities said, “it's 

clear that reasonably diligent students are strikingly not sophisticated in their searching. 

Students search in one place, and if they don't find anything on the first try, they think it 

doesn’t exist.” These projects are aimed squarely at addressing that problem.  

Expected users.  

Based on the data gathered in this project, these tools would be useful for both ‘novice’ and 

‘expert’ researchers. For incoming students or faculty of all levels, these tools would 

provide an immediate visual representation of what is available to them and in what format. 

For seasoned researchers and teachers, this provides the opportunity to explore what 

they—even after many years at Oxford—may not have known exists.   

‘I want to be able 

to search for 

Egyptian 

mummies and 

get results of 

articles and 

books by 

Egyptologists, 

the latest 

scientific 

analysis of 

mummies from 

Chemistry, as 

well as find 

where the actual 

mummies in the 

museums are’ 

http://twoway.st/
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Areas for Investment, Part 2: Mapping the landscape of 
people.  
A second series of recommendations are about connecting people. The research 

conducted indicates that searchers at all levels rely on people—librarians, colleagues, 

supervisors, mentors or experts in their field—to find resources when other search methods 

have failed9 and also when they have not. Asking people, and knowing who to ask, seems 

to make the difference between finding what you need to complete an assignment and 

becoming a skilled researcher or even expert in your field. Therefore, these 

recommendations are intended to help with navigating the landscape of expertise at 

Oxford.  

Create a directory of expertise at Oxford. The current research collaboration tool project 

(which initially began as the BRII project in the Bodleian in 2009, then became the Blue 

Pages proejct) aims to provide a directory of research and expertise. Ideally, this project 

should be built with an open and flexible framework in order to further enable:  

Visualization of the network of experts and research. A graph of the professional 

networks at Oxford would facilitate discovery and navigation within and between fields. It 

should be noted, however, that a number of institutions have attempted this with varying 

degrees of success. Care should therefore be taken to learn lessons from others’ 

successes and failures. See the examples below (Figures 8-11) from the Stanford Project 

on mapping networks of expertise https://dhs.stanford.edu/digital-humanities-at-

stanford/dhstanford-gallery/, Harvard Catalyst10 

https://connects.catalyst.harvard.edu/Profiles/display/person/4667/network/coauthors/clust

er; and Neurotree http://www.neurotree.org and Academic Tree 

http://www.academictree.org). There is some evidence from the user interviews that the 

discipline-specific resources were more heavily-used than the general ones. Academia.edu 

is heavily used by the interviewees, but mainly as a source of new publications and not 

necessarily as a means of locating relevant people. 

                                                      

 

 

9 Researchers deem their search to have failed at different points based on their experience and practice. 
According to their teachers, students will often try one or two keyword searches and then give up. More 
experienced researchers will have a more sophisticated understanding of when they should be finding resources 
but just aren’t.  

10 It would be worth discussing this project with colleagues at Harvard to see if it has been successful. From the 
‘outside’ it does not look very heavily used.  

Figure 8: The Stanford Project on Mapping the Digital Humanities can visualize both people (left) and 
projects (right) 

https://dhs.stanford.edu/digital-humanities-at-stanford/dhstanford-gallery/
https://dhs.stanford.edu/digital-humanities-at-stanford/dhstanford-gallery/
https://connects.catalyst.harvard.edu/Profiles/display/person/4667/network/coauthors/cluster
https://connects.catalyst.harvard.edu/Profiles/display/person/4667/network/coauthors/cluster
http://www.neurotree.org/
http://www.academictree.org/
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Figure 9: An entry for an individual in the Harvard Catalyst directory 

 

 

Figure 10: A screenshot from Neurotree, a discipline-specific directory 

 

 

…Particularly 

amongst 

students in 

taught courses, 

or experienced 

researchers 

looking for a 

particular 

citation, there 

are clear things 

that can be done 

to make their 

work easier. 
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Figure 11: A view of the data in AcademicTree 

 

Connect people, resources, and events.  

Several interviewees cited Oxford lectures and talks as being of high value and difficult to 

find or know about. Providing a reliable source for upcoming talks by division or subject 

area would be heavily used and well-received. It would contribute to researchers’ impact 

and promote knowledge exchange. Such a system could also be designed to highlight 

relevant resources to the topics being presented, and highlight Oxford experts (faculty, 

research groups, etc.) 

Expected users.  

Asking people (colleagues, librarians, curators) for help in locating resources was universal 

amongst the users interviewed in this project. These tools were specifically requested by a 

number of interviewees in the sciences and would be expected to be used for a number of 

different reasons by a wide variety of users inside and outside of Oxford. As a research 

chemist said during an interview, “at Oxford, information is power, so nobody shares 

information online. That's why people are so important to finding information.” 

Areas for Investment, Part 3: Supporting Researchers’ 
Established Practices 
Making research ‘faster’ or ‘more convenient’ is a controversial topic. The benefits of 

serendipity and finding the unexpected are well-documented in the literature and fully 

supported within this research. For many (across the disciplines), the process of research 

is as important as the outcome. Nonetheless, particularly amongst students in taught 

courses, or experienced researchers looking for a particular citation, there are clear things 

that can be done to make their work easier. These investments will facilitate what is largely 

called ‘known-item’ searching.    
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Getting existing metadata out to the places where many researchers work.  

Exposing metadata for indexing by Google and Google Scholar would undoubtedly assist 

those who start their searches on the open web. Working with subject-specific repositories 

like arXiv and PubMed, and publishers like JSTOR would further assist in connecting users 

with specific Oxford resources, particularly those who say “I always start at Google.”11  

Finding an available electronic resource and not being able to access it was a frustration to 

a number of users, though, so exposure of metadata on the open web should go hand in 

hand with improvements to authentication systems. A number of users expressed 

frustrations at finding things through Google and not being able to access them and at the 

variation in search results when working from different locations. As a DPhil student in 

Medicine said, “I wish someone had told me when I started my degree why I should use the 

VPN connection. I get totally different search results.” Most interviewees realized that they 

got different search results in Google and some other databases from different locations, 

but didn’t understand why. An improved authentication experience and education around 

the differences between authentication options would support users—particularly in their 

use of Google.   

Facilitate Citation Chaining. “I find 1 or 2 articles and then I just go from there.” 

(Research post-graduate in the Social Sciences). Citation chaining is ubiquitous in all areas 

of research across all disciplines. CrossRef and other individual tools and databases have 

gone some of the way towards making this easier, but is still not heavily present. Searchers 

in all disciplines use cited references as authoritative points of departure for finding more 

resources on a topic.12  

Expected users.  

In contrast (and complementary to) the tools for mapping landscapes, these projects would 

facilitate precise ‘known-item’ searching by anyone looking for a specific work or citations. 

Making metadata available to those who start their searches on the open web also 

facilitates engagement by those outside of Oxford.  

Laying the Foundations 
Undergirding all of these recommendations are a set of general principles and 

recommendations. These are to be thought of both as means of moving forward with the 

recommendations of this report and as a set of principles for best practice.  

Moving Forward  
Shared discovery will necessitate shared infrastructure of systems, people and policy. This 

should be supported by establishing an interdisciplinary research group to take forward 

the recommendations of the report. Participants should include the museums, libraries, 

Oxford Internet Institute, the e-Research Centre, IT Services and other universities. The 

group would need an executive to ensure momentum and delivery.  

                                                      

 

 

11 The University should also be aware of the tradeoffs of exposing its metadata to search engines in this fashion. 
The metadata will be used and re-used by commercial companies and that may be a fine trade-off for enhanced 
findability, but this should be entered into knowingly.  

12 Much as with ‘saving time’ citation chaining is quite controversial. It can create an echo-chamber effect where 
the same few sources are cited over and over. This appears to be the case both with published materials and with 
archival collections.  
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Embedding this work in research will support investment in the analytics and data 

infrastructure to support evidence based decision making across the collections. 

The project made it clear that collection managers actually have very little data about how 

their tools and collections are being used and yet this data is essential for assessing the 

impact of current and future innovations. 

The Academic Services and University Collections (ASUC) should investigate the creation 

of a ‘Collections @ Oxford’ portal that would provide access to: 

● Cross-collection search 
● ‘Navigate the Collections’ 
● A platform for digitized content throughout the University 
● New Scholarship @ Oxford (linking to ORA and OUP) 

 
The UK National Archives Discovery page13 provides a good example of portal for 
discovery services across diverse collections. It combines a cross-collection search with 
prominent featured ‘popular collections’ as well as research guides.  
 
Figure 12: Discovery at the National Archives 

  
 

A number of existing and proposed projects will help move the University toward the 

recommendations in this report, including: 

● Researcher collaboration tool project 
● Oxford Linked Open Data (OXLOD) 
● Platform for digitized content throughout the University 

                                                      

 

 

13 For more information see: http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk 
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Best Practice 

● Collaboration within the University and with partner institutions around the world is 
essential to providing innovative solutions for discovery. Collaborators should be 
sought with similar academic institutions but also in private industry and ‘bleeding 
edge of information design (see Jonathan Harris, Greg Hochmuth, George Oates, 
and others). 
 

● Digital is not always faster, so it needs to have some added value. “I used the 
digitized card catalog, which is just pictures of the cards. It was so imprecise. You 
had to flip through it. It took forever. I would have rather physically handled the 
cards, and it would have been faster. Digital is not always faster.” (Archives 
researcher in the Bodleian.) Physical card catalogues are faster than browsing 
images of cards online. There are many reasons for digitizing collections but 
projects should be based on a firm understanding of desired outcomes and the 
added benefit brought by the digital.  

 
● Complete collection metadata. To state the obvious, collections cannot be 

discovered using electronic search tools unless they have some sort of 
representative electronic description. High quality description is key to discovery, 
and funding should be made available to improve metadata and to better 
understand strategies for prioritization of description.  

 
● Thorough and relevant training and education around discovery. Users who 

participated in museum or library inductions or specialized training services, were 
unanimous in their assessment of their value in helping them both find what they 
need and improve their information skills.14 Negative comments were largely about 
conflicts in scheduling and availability. One recommendation to increase 
attendance at such sessions could be to re-brand the training from being about 
‘how to find things in the collections’ to ‘how to become an expert in your field.’ 
Partnering with the Open Access and ORA teams to train researchers (for example 
in how to write an abstract that will make your research findable) in the entire 
scholarship/research lifecycle may further enhance participation.  

                                                      

 

 

14 The researchers here admit there is a likely bias in the data collected as the interview respondents (by virtue of 
their willingness to be interviewed) were likely to be library and museum enthusiasts and/or supporters.  
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Benefits 
A shared strategy for discovery will: 

● Benefit teaching, research, and public engagement by facilitating knowledge 
exchange around collections. This is in direct support of the University’s Priority 
1, “Global Reach” and helps to realize the importance of public engagement (Point 
10 of the University Strategic Plan) 

● Support interdisciplinary research by showing the overlaps in collections 
and expertise at Oxford (In support of the University’s Priority 2: Networking, 
communication, and interdisciplinarity in recognition of point 13, “Many of today’s 
research questions cut across traditional subject boundaries.” This will further 
support the University’s Digital Strategy aim 1, to “Enable new modes of research 
especially across disciplines”) 

● Mean that students, staff, and external researchers will not have to 
understand how the University is organized in order to find what they are 
looking for (Commitment 6. “To ensure that the unique richness of the collegiate 
University’s academic environment is both retained and refreshed.” Providing an IT 
Infrastructure that allows for a more seamless experience across University 
resources will enable a better student experience as outlined in the University 
Strategic Plan, Enabling Strategy 4, points 72 and 75).  

● Make the most of what we have by making use of existing metadata. (Making 
efficient use of the resources at hand and partnering to fulfil some of the identified 
needs, should free up the resources for other areas. (Enabling Strategy 1)). 

● Stimulate new research. In support of the Commitment 1, “To maintain originality, 
significance and rigour in research within a framework of the highest standards of 
infrastructure, training, and integrity”) 

● Aid in discovery of collections that are not yet digitally cataloged (University 
Strategic Plan, Point 40. “Strengthening Oxford’s global and digital online 
presence, as signalled in our new priorities, will ensure students studying at Oxford 
have improved access to materials.”) 

● Enable innovation across the collections by exposing metadata for use by 
machines as well as people (Supporting point 9 in the University Strategy” An 
enhanced online presence” and “Promote new ways of generating, curating, and 
engaging with data (e.g. visualization, data analytics, digital collections, augmented 
datasets, health)” from the Digital Strategy.  

● Allow the Libraries and Museums (and Colleges?) to provide mutual 
technical and policy support for one another (Enabling Strategy 4 “To invest in 
information technologies that enhance the capacity of Oxford’s academic 
communities to collaborate with each other and with global partners, and that 
support the student experience.”) 

● Enable new modes of research and collaborations by making prominent 
some of the overlaps in both collections and expertise (Point 16. “Sharing 
resources, advanced facilities, and collections is a useful way of developing 
research interdisciplinarity through bringing individuals together who have common 
interests.” and Point 15. “Oxford has long pioneered multidisciplinary degrees. New 
thematic research collaborations will lead to new study opportunities for 
undergraduates and postgraduates.”) 

● Combat the problem of ‘if it isn’t digital, it doesn’t exist’ by visualizing the 
gaps in digital metadata. (Point 20. “The maintenance of a sustaining research 
environment is crucial to the University’s research standing. We will enhance the 
infrastructure which supports research at the highest level, including libraries, 
laboratories, museums, and information systems.”) 

 

“So we create 

these little 

capsules of 

collections—

examples of 

things—and if 

we aren’t giving 

the students a 

way to branch 

out from there, a 

way to see more 

of something, 

then we aren’t 

doing anyone 

any favors.” 

 

(Teaching Fellow 

in the Museums) 
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Postscript:  
A Resource Discovery Dystopia 
by Professor David De Roure 

As long as the centuries continue to unfold, the number of books will grow continually, and 

one can predict that a time will come when it will be almost as difficult to learn anything 

from books as from the direct study of the whole universe. It will be almost as convenient to 

search for some bit of truth concealed in nature as it will be to find it hidden away in an 

immense multitude of bound volumes. When that time comes, a project, until then 

neglected because the need for it was not felt, will have to be undertaken. — Denis Diderot, 

“Encyclopédie” (1755) 

Back in 2000s everyone was talking about “information overload”, fearing more data, more 

channels, more interruption. Discussion declined with the rise of personalisation—in search 

results, in social media recommendations. Filtering was the answer, as in Shirky’s 2009 

“It's not information overload. It's filter failure”. By 2011 the risks of personalisation had 

been acknowledged, with the realisation that academics were living in “filter bubbles” where 

algorithms gave them what they wanted—and sealed them off from new ideas. This led to 

community “echo chambers” where ideas were amplified and self-reinforced by the 

penumbra of relevant information. 

By 2015 the situation had deteriorated further. The digital marketing ecosystem had blurred 

with scholarly resource discovery. Algorithms made recommendations not just on reading 

habits but to maximize publishing corporations’ income—purportedly to fulfil their legal 

obligation to shareholders’ interests. In distorting information discovery, it corrupted the 

very process of research, bringing accusations of algorithmic censorship of scientific work. 

Universities were not far behind the publishers in privileging the academic outputs that 

would maximize their research income through optimising locations and citations, an 

increasingly automated process.  A competitive ecosystem of algorithms arose—

culminating in the infamous 2020 “Russell Algorithm” court ruling mandating transparency 

in search technologies.  

Research was increasingly conducted in silico, and rising automation increasingly 

bypassed the human—especially as rewards went to those first past the post with research 

results. As machines became the predominant producers and consumers of research 

content, they became the primary users of real-time resource discovery algorithms. While 

liberating for humans, this also denied critical reflection and challenge—they only got to 

see what machine-learning algorithms, and those who configured their behaviour, wanted 

them to see. Research methods had become built into our knowledge infrastructure, 

unchallenged. 

A small band of academics and librarians started meeting in secret… 
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Appendix 1: 
Summary of Data from User Interviews 
by Christine Madsen & Megan Hurst, Athenaeum21 Consulting 

Interviews were conducted with 45 known users of library and museum resources. Faculty 

were identified using existing personal and professional networks, while students were 

identified primarily through a list of volunteers gathered at the 2015 Freshers’ Fair. Efforts 

were made to draft interviewees from all four divisions15 and try to represent as much 

diversity in academic / research practice as possible. Medical Science interviewees were 

the most difficult to recruit, possibly due to greater schedule constraints. The aimed 

diversity meant not just looking across the departments but ensuring the selection of 

people who use a wide variety of research materials. Interviewed users mentioned looking 

for: printed books and journals, modern papers & archives, manuscripts, museum 

collections that included text (including coins, tablets, and plaques), visual works (both 

objects and works on paper), e-books and e-journals, data sets, open access materials, 

pre-prints and computer code.16 The final dispersal of respondents amongst the divisions 

was:  

Figure 13: Distribution of User Consultations, by Division 

 

Efforts were also made to select participants at all levels of their research activities and 

careers. This resulted in participants across seven different researcher ‘types’: 

undergraduates and taught post-graduates; research post-graduates, teaching staff, 

including lecturers and tutors; early career researchers; established researchers; alumni; 

and research support staff. Interviewees often fell into more than one category within this 

                                                      

 

 

15 http://www.ox.ac.uk/about/divisions-and-departments 

16 Often from institutional repositories or discipline-based repositories like Arxiv 

http://www.ox.ac.uk/about/divisions-and-departments
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matrix—someone could, for example, be both an alumnus and a senior researcher. 

Therefore, in the analysis of the data, respondents were assigned both a primary and a 

secondary ‘type’ category.  

Figure 14: User Interviews, by division and researcher type 

 

 

 

Figure 15: User Interviews, by gender 
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Figure 16: User Interviews, by age range 

 

 

Figure 17: User Interviews, by age range and gender 

 

 

All interviewers employed semi-structured and person-centred interview techniques. 

Interviewers began with a structured set of questions (see below), but allowed for 

significant personalization in responses. Each interview was approximately 60 minutes in 

length and was recorded in full in order to enhance and substantiate written notes. The 

interviews were not transcribed in full, but the recordings were re-visited when clarification 

was required. The data was analyzed by creating a table of responses to each interview 

question. As patterns emerged from the responses, the table was broken into more and 

more columns to accommodate more granular coding.  

In order to find the 45 interview respondents, the project team approached (mostly via 

email) over 92 people. As the interviewees were volunteers, the team recognizes that they 

were a self-selecting group, who were already likely to be users or supporters of the 

libraries and museums. When asked for an interview, several people responded that they 

“didn’t use the library or museums at all” and therefore could not be of use to the project. 
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Such respondents were actually sought-after as they provided valuable data about non-use 

of existing discovery tools and also about perceptions of University resources. The number 

of interview respondents who did not use existing University finding aids was therefore far 

below the known ratio. In other words, the interview data is skewed towards users of 

existing library and museum discovery tools and this has been taken into consideration in 

the analysis of the data.  

Analysis of Data from Users 
Users 
The interviews with current teaching faculty, research staff, students and alumni uncovered 

a far more nuanced understanding of search behaviour than is often portrayed in the 

literature around resource discovery. This project found a number of important patterns 

which provide the background for recommendations.  

Disciplinarity 
Firstly, resource discovery is very discipline-specific. While quite a few people do start their 

search at Google, many start at the Bodleian’s SOLO catalogue. Within certain disciplines, 

though, searchers will jump straight to the top resources in their field (ArXiv for Physics, 

PubMed for Medicine, WestLaw or similarly specialized tools for Law). The responses 

between the interview respondents were nearly equally divided between those who started 

their searches with SOLO, Google or Google Scholar, or a subject-specific resource. These 

findings are consistent with the well-documented understanding of the differences in 

‘known-item’ versus subject searching and emphasize that while that both happen in all 

disciplines, the sciences are often known to be dominated by the former.  

Specifically at Oxford, resource discovery is still a very ‘analogue’ process for many 

collections and within many disciplines. Searchers rely heavily on printed catalogues and 

hand lists in many different areas as these are the only forms of descriptions about certain 

catalogues.  

Information Skills and Literacy 
This research also provided continued evidence that students need to learn how to search. 

As early as 2008, the UCL CIBER report on the ‘Google Generation’17 pointed out the 

striking discrepancy between facility with information technology and the ability to find and 

assess information online amongst the so-called digital natives. This research indicates 

that not much has changed in the last seven years and good information-seeking skills and 

information literacy (the ability to discern good sources from bad) need to be taught. As one 

interviewed professor said, “it's clear that reasonably diligent students are strikingly not 

sophisticated in their searching. Students search in one place, and if they don't find 

anything on the first try, they think it doesn’t exist.” 

Nonetheless, discovery is not as simple as ‘novice’ vs ‘expert’. Experts in their fields may 

use some of the same discovery tools and techniques as incoming students in certain 

circumstances. A professor in one discipline may, for example, use Wikipedia or basic 

Google searches to familiarize themselves with a new topic just as a new student might.  

                                                      

 

 

17 This project produced a number of outputs, which are summarised in a presentation here: 
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20140614113419/http://www.jisc.ac.uk/media/documents/program
mes/reppres/gg_final_keynote_11012008.pdf 
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The Role of Training 
Most teaching faculty did not directly teach searching skills (although some did). They 

relied on students to have gone to library inductions to learn basic search skills such as 

Boolean logic. Those who did teach their students would provide very discipline-specific 

skills just as foreign-language searching or how to work with specific disciplinary tool (e.g. 

Early English Books Online).  

Most of the 14 students interviewed had been on library induction training for their course. 

None of the interviewed students had been on a museum induction. These were usually 

subject-specific inductions provided by a subject-librarian (law or history, for example.) 

Feedback on training was positive, (although we recognize that our data was skewed in 

favour of ‘library supporters’) with every interviewed respondent saying that the training 

was helpful.  

More specifically, these inductions seemed to have a very direct impact on where people 

were starting their searches and how they were searching. For example, four students 

mentioned using OxLip+ for their searches, in direct response to the library training they 

received. Three people mentioned not using ‘Articles and More’ for the same reason. The 

interviewees that participated in library induction training did also appear to have gained 

the ability to distinguish credible from non-credible information (e.g. the limitations of 

Wikipedia, and to look for .edu and .gov sources when conducting open web searches). 

Feedback on SOLO was generally positive, although the data indicates that it was largely 

used for ‘known-item’ searching. For students, this was usually in response to citations on 

a reading list or a name and title mentioned in a lecture. This was substantiated by the on-

site observations at four libraries (Radcliffe Camera, RSL, SSL, and the Law Faculty), 

where the SOLO search histories were recovered on public terminals. Of the 30 searches 

recovered, all but one were a combination of title words and part of an author’s name. In 

the majority of these cases, the (apparently) correct search results were retrieved. Cases of 

nil or incorrect results were due to mis-spelling (usually of the author’s name) and the user 

re-typed the name and received the correct result.  

Figure 18: A typical example of a search with no results 
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Figure 19: The same search with the spelling mistake fixed 

 

The Role of People 
Nearly every interviewee said that they rely on asking someone (colleague, supervisor, 

curator, librarian or known specialist) at some point in their search process. This was as 

true of ‘expert’ researchers as of ‘novice’ ones. Asking people, and knowing who to ask, 

seems to make the difference between simply finding what you need to complete an 

assignment and becoming an expert researcher. As a senior researcher in Chemistry said 

“at Oxford, information is power, so nobody shares information online. That's why people 

are so important to finding information.” 

Social Media and ‘Keeping Up’ 
The few respondents that had a sense that they were able to ‘keep up’ with the new 

publications and research in their field attributed this to the narrowness of their field and 

small size of their global research community. The vast majority of respondents (even 

those known experts in their field) did not have high-confidence that they were “on top of” 

everything that was happening in their domains. When asked specifically how they keep up 

in their field many directly responded, “I don’t.” Of the incoming students (both graduate 

and undergraduate) very few tried to monitor new publications and were mostly responding 

to suggestions from supervisors and instructors. For more senior academics, most had 

developed mechanisms for coping with ‘keeping up’. These usually involved a combination 

of social media, informal communications (email from colleagues), conferences, Zetoc and 

table of contents alerts from specific journals, and/or more formal roles such as serving as 

editor or reviewer for relevant journals.  

Despite the discussion in the literature around the use of Social Media for resource 

discovery (see Appendix 7), none of the respondents in this project said that they used 

open/public social media platforms for asking resource discovery questions. Two said that 

they have used social media to ask a question, but rarely. Those that do use social media, 

use it as a way to monitor interest groups, people, conferences, blogs in their field, or as a 

mechanism to promote their own projects or work. Ten used Twitter and seven used 
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Facebook for ‘keeping up’ with developments, including publications, in their field. Ten 

used Academia.edu for this purpose, and four interviewees explicitly mentioned using 

ResearchGate. Students used closed email lists or What’s App/Snapchat groups to share 

articles and news items, but this was very much an extension of simply their colleagues in 

person.  

The Role of Expertise 
Perhaps most importantly, this project found that the discovery process, for many 

searchers, paralleled their evolution as experts in their fields as much as it was about 

finding individual items in their collections. In other words, the more people expand the 

boundaries of what and where they are searching (with tacit and explicit assistance from 

mentors in their domains, and often through their own trial and error), the more expert they 

become in their field because they learn the boundaries as well as the tips and tricks for 

finding the most credible sources and the less well-known parts of the collections.  

Expertise in a domain requires two things: an understanding of the parameters of your 

domain and an understanding of the available and relevant resources in those areas. The 

‘expert’ researchers interviewed had varying levels of confidence about their mastery of 

these domains, but all seem to have a clear sense of its ‘borders’. One senior researcher in 

the humanities used a cartographical metaphor for this: “If I get dropped into the middle of 

the landscape, I can deduce where I am and navigate my way out, whereas my students 

will latch on to the first tree that looks interesting.” 

Devices 
Of the twenty-two interviewees that were asked which devices they use to conduct 

research, the vast majority use laptops as their primary device, with three using desktop 

computers, and one using an iPad. Of the laptop and desktop users, seven used iPads and 

tablets as secondary devices for reading at home, or while in transit. Five people said they 

occasionally used their phones for Google queries or ‘quick searches’ while in a lecture, or 

as a ‘last resort.’ One researcher said that she uses her phone to search SOLO while 

walking around the library. 

User Interview Questions 
1. Can you briefly describe your area of research/course of study/teaching area?  
2. Can you describe a typical research task?  

a. What kinds of materials are you generally looking to find?  
b. How do you know where to start?  

3. What are your 3-5 most heavily used resources for finding materials.  
a. (if they answer with all electronic discovery tools, then which is their 

favourite and least favourite and why?) 
4. How do you keep up with the work in your field?  

a. How do you find out about new publications? 
5. On what type of device do you usually do this work?  
6. Where do you do your research? From home, office, library?  
7. Did you ever have any training —either here or at another institution —in how to 

find resources? 
a. How was it? Useful? 
b. How did you know / learn how to become a researcher? 

8. Can you show us a typical ‘research task’ that you have done recently? Talk us 
through the decisions you are making  

9. Do you see anything on the horizon that may change how you do your work / find 
things? 
 

For teaching faculty 
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10. How do you instruct your students to find things in their area of study?  
a. do you send them to specific resources?  
b. do you give them ‘instructions’ on how to search? 

11. Do you provide any training to your students?  
a. or do you recommend certain training for your students?  

12. How do you share resources with your students? (eg, printed lists, online reading 
lists, websites, etc.) 
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Appendix 2:  
Summary of Data from Oxford Providers 
by Ray Stacey 

Interviews were held with 30 people inside the University of Oxford (see Participants 

below), whose current roles are somehow tied to the management or provision of 

collections at Oxford. These participants were people who have a role in the provision of 

resource discovery, principally those who: 

● answer user queries about discovering resources 
● provide training to users 
● have oversight of work which produces resources with a discovery element  

In this way, these interviewees can be said to have some sort of expertise in the existing 

methods of resource discovery at the University.  

These interviews covered all forms of collections: museums, libraries, datasets, digitized 

collections, and born digital collections. The interviews were structured around a list of 

designated topics and questions (see ‘Areas for Discussion’ below). These are some of the 

key points from the series of consultations carried out with Oxford Experts. 

Library Specific 

● Librarians prefer to use the individual search in each application rather than an 
overall search for example the search in a specific database rather than from within 
SOLO. 

●  Ideal is to use Google and library resources; it is not sensible to use a single 
search to find everything. 

● Libguides – useful to place material for teaching sessions which also help to 
promote libguides. Difficult to edit and add material, it is very clunky. Lots of text 
and not designed. Not easy to add videos, twitter or images. 
 

Museum Specific 

● The museums are overwhelmed by the volume of enquiry emails received. It might 
be useful for them to investigate ticketing (enquiry management) systems so that 
the enquires can be more easily managed. 

● Aggregated systems, at the national level, have with open or two exceptions died. 
If aggregated systems are one of the solutions then it would need to be 
compulsory, have a common thesaurus and semantics and require no additional 
resource requirements for the museums and libraries. 
 

Resource Discovery 

● Lack of electronic cataloguing and digitization will hold back Resource Discovery. 
All the museums and libraries I visited commented that they don’t have enough 
resources to do more digitation. If they did not receive more funding they would 
struggle to put resources into Resource Discovery. 

● How to find a collection - usually need to find an expert. One of the most important 
resources that users need to find are people. 

● When setting up websites for collections need to consider what the use cases are. 
There also needs to be more consistency across the websites and this could be 
achieved by defining a standard framework across the museums and libraries.  

● Resource Discovery must be intuitive for users - i.e. shouldn’t need too much help 
to use.  
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● Need to ensure that any resource discovery doesn’t only show what we have 
digitized but links to catalogues for those objects not digitized and to an expert for 
any resource not even catalogued. There isn’t a digitization issue at the Bodleian 
and the museums but a resource description issue. 

● Education is key, Resource Discovery must include education. 
● Don’t allow technology to dominate what we do. 
● The more I put collections online the more queries I receive. 
●  Mobile access to very important and must be able to navigate the collections on a 

mobile data. There has been a massive increase in access from mobile devices. 
Will the use of devices such as smart watches make this worse and also need to 
consider the attention span especially of children. 

● Google is the elephant in room for Resource Discovery. It is used by almost 
everyone, even though it often isn’t suitable, and if a resource isn’t found in Google 
they think it doesn’t exist. Also any search operating in a database or across a 
collections needs to work in the same way as Google, otherwise users may 
struggle to use it. 

● Cataloguing collections and archives is very different from cataloguing books and 
journals. Could the first step for Resource Discovery be ‘just’ for collections and 
archives with books and journals added at a later date? 
 

Areas of discussion with internal interviewees 

Information to aim to gather before meeting/discussion 

1. Generic institutional information (e.g. size, departments, affiliated organizations 
etc.) 

2. Library / Museums / IT structure (e.g. convergent service, library service 
structure)? 

3. Institutional information environment (e.g. library collections, museum & special 
collections, archives, research repositories, VLE etc.) 

4. Current resource discovery mechanisms & products (including some or all of 
library, museums, archives and special collections, finding people/experts) 

 

Discussion points (to be tailored to the specific points of interest for choosing the institution 

to consult) 

1. Background 
a. What is your role at the library/museum/college? 
b. Who are you customers/clients? Who do you provide services to? 
c. What sort of queries do you have? and how are they resolved? 

2. Current resource discovery structure 
a. What discovery tools do you use and/or recommend? 
b. Why do you use these particular discovery tools? 
c. How would you improve the discovery tools you use? 
d. What don’t you like about these tools? 
e. Do these tools meet your needs and the needs of the customers/clients? 
f. User education - how are users encouraged to choose the right tool, 

discovery strategy etc. (especially how to cope with differing discovery 
needs) 

g. What would help you most? more choices, better signposts, how would 
you improve user education? 

h. How could any solution delivered by this project lighten your load? 
3. Where do your queries come from? What are the most popular routes? 

a. the institutional website, 
b. the library website/ portal, 
c. museum website, 
d. direct access to a resource or discovery via subject databases or publisher 

sites, 
e. Google scholar/ Microsoft Academic Search/ other non-library routes 
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4. Future plans 
a. Do you have any procedural or other changes planned? 
b. If you had an unlimited budget what would you do? 

5. Other 
a. Anything relevant not covered by the above. 
b. Social media 

 

List of Consulted ‘Providers’ 

Cathy Scutt plus others from 

Social Sciences Library 

Education Subject librarian, Bodleian Library 

Charlotte Goodall Assistant Librarian Classics, Bodleian Library 

Michael Riordan Archivist Queens College and St Johns College 

Anna Sander Archivist Balliol College 

Hannah Chandler SOLO Live Help Organizer and Official Papers Librarian, 

Bodleian Library 

Christine Marsden Head of Digital Programmes, Bodleian Library 

Sally Rumsey Digital Research Librarian, Bodleian Library 

Jonathan McAslan Electronic Resources Manager, Bodleian Library 

Alison Felstead Head of Resource Description, Bodleian Library 

Martin Poulter Wikimedian in Residence, Bodleian Library 

Paul Trafford Web Officer, History of Science Museum 

Jeremy Coote Curator and Joint Head of Collections. Pitt Rivers 

Jill Walker Assistant to Director and IT officer , Botanic Gardens 

Adam Marshall ORLiMS project, IT Services 

Kirtsy Taylor Head of Library and Information Services, Green 

Templeton College 

Karine Baker Psychology, Physiology and Anatomy Subject Librarian , 

Life Sciences/ Medicine librarian, Bodleian Library 

Catherine Hartley Reader Services Librarian - St. Anne's College 

Jerome Mairat Curator of Heberden Coin Room, Ashmolean 

Paul Collins Assistant Keeper for the Ancient Near East, Ashmolean 

Lotte Boon Head, Research Systems and Information Management 

Team, Research Services 

Mark Dickerson Librarian. Pitt Rivers 

Darren Mann Head of Life Collections, Oxford Museum for Natural 

history 

Francesca Leoni Yousef Jameel Curator of Islamic Art, Ashmolean 

Anjanesh Babu ICT Assistant (Networks), Ashmolean 

Elizabeth McCarthy Communications, Bodleian Libraries 
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Appendix 3: 
Summary of Data from Peer Institutions 
by Masha Garibyan 

Purpose 
The Resource Discovery Project at the University of Oxford aims to deliver long-term 

improvements to resource discovery at the University, both outward and inward. The first 

stage of the project involved analysis and planning of the work to be done. One of the 

strands of the project was to consult external organisations who were either considered 

similar to the University of Oxford or who had been doing interesting work in resource 

discovery.    

Research methods   
The main research method used was interview, either in person or via Skype. Each 

participant was given a consent form to sign prior to the interview. All contact details and 

progress notes were saved in an Excel file for future reference. Each interview was 

recorded (for note taking purposes only) and a written summery of the interview was sent 

back to the participants to check and sign off. Whenever possible, efforts were made to 

speak to several people within the organisation, preferably from several divisions (e.g. 

libraries and museums) to get a fuller perspective. This proved to be difficult given the size 

and complexity of the participating organisations, the project time frame and time of year 

(the project timescale overlapping with the holiday period). Supporting evidence (e.g. user 

surveys, notes etc) was sought for each interview but was not always available.     

Participants 
A target list of 20 organisations was selected, chosen in order of preference from the 

‘Resource Discovery Project Targets for External Consultation’ list put together by the 

Resource Discovery Project Working Group. Marshall Breeding, the author of the ‘Future of 

Library Resource Discovery’ white paper, published in February 2015 

(http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/14487/future_library_resource_disco

very.pdf) was also added to the list at a later stage. The selected target list consisted of 

organisations from the UK, Europe, US and Australia, some of which are similar in size and 

complexity to Oxford. Of the 21 targets that were contacted, two institutions were 

unavailable within the project timeframe. The remaining organisations included three 

museums, two public libraries, two joint libraries and a national archive service, as well as a 

wide range of universities. 

A list of areas of discussion was drawn up to direct the interviews (appended to this report). 

This was not envisaged as a rigid list to follow but as discussion points to be tailored to the 

specific points of interest for each chosen institution to consult. 

Research findings   

Resource discovery tools used by participants 
The participating organisations use a number of single search resource discovery 

platforms, including: 

 Primo 

 Summon 

http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/14487/future_library_resource_discovery.pdf
http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/14487/future_library_resource_discovery.pdf
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 VuFind 

 EDS  

 OCLC WorldCat 

 Blacklight 

 Home-grown systems 

One institution has decided against having a resource discovery platform and is 

concentrating on supporting users with their discovery needs, regardless of where 

discovery starts. They are in the process of phasing out their OPAC. .  

Two institutions use several discovery tools to support different functions of their single 

search platform (e.g. Summon, EDS & Primo). This practice appears to be relatively 

common in the US. Blacklight has been used by several institutions to link together several 

resource discovery tools to provide a single interface.  

Most institutions have kept their OPACs, although some institutions are planning to phase 

them out in the near future to direct most of discovery through the single search platform.  

The majority of institutions have an Open Access repository, typically DSpace, ePrints or 

Hydra. Some institutions are in the process of acquiring or implementing a research data 

management system, mostly a commercial solution.   

Material coverage 
The extent to which material is included in the single search varies, depending on the size 

of local holdings, human resource availability, political decisions etc (e.g. whether the 

associated museums wish to have their finding aids indexed in the resource discovery 

platform). For large & complex organisations, integrating numerous finding aids is a real 

challenge and requires considerable time and effort. Not all the institutions have currently 

integrated their archives and special collections, either for political reasons or because it is 

still work in progress. Not all the institutions have enabled an article-level search in their 

single search discovery system, some have only made a journal title search available.  

Some organisations use unified discovery platforms (e.g. Summon) to provide access to a 

particular type of resource (e.g. journal articles), rather than multiple resource formats.    

Reasons for choosing current discovery services/ products 
The participants identified the following main reasons for choosing a particular discovery 

platform: 

 A comparative study of the options available at the time  

 Commitment to open source solutions  

 An existing client of a vendor that developed a single search discovery platform 

 No existing commercial system that fulfilled the organisational needs 

Comparative analysis of different resource discovery systems 
As mentioned above, several participating institutions conducted a comparative study of 

web scale discovery systems available at the time. 

Two institutions mentioned that the comparative study did not reveal a clear winner, that all 

the main systems on the market did a reasonable job, so it was easier to go with the 

vendor that already had an existing relationship with the institution. Several institutions also 
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mentioned that they didn’t think it was worth the effort to change over to a new system 

unless it offered something significantly better than the existing one. Paul Stainthorp, in his 

article titled ‘How commercial next generation library discovery tools nearly got it right’ 

(http://paulstainthorp.com/2011/05/17/how-commercial-next-generation-library-discovery-

tools-have-nearly-got-it-right/),  published in 2011, argues that ‘the differences between 

[web-scales services] are not that significant....thinking that ...there are some ‘good’ and 

some ‘bad’...is probably wrong. It’s not really about the product, it’s about the willingness of 

the vendor to overcome problems, and about their attitude to their customers’. 

The results of a confidential lightweight trial of several web-scale discovery systems 
(EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS), Summon, Metalib+ and Google Scholar) kindly shared 
with the consultation by one institution indicate overall that the four search and discovery 
systems are very similar. However there are differences in terms of relevancy and other 
issues. In the categories of relevance ranking and successful full-text linking, the 
differences among EDS, Summon, and Metalib+ were statistically insignificant and no one 
system greatly outperformed the others. Google Scholar fell behind in both categories. In 
the category of up-to-date results, the disparities were slightly greater though not significant 
enough to warrant a recommendation, with EDS scoring best, followed by Metalib+, then 
Summon, with Google Scholar falling greatly behind the others in this category, with the 
exception of searches in the Sciences, where it scored higher than the other systems for 
up-to-date results. Known-item searches are the only area where Google Scholar 
significantly outperformed the other systems across disciplines. 

 

A small-scale Primo usability study (5 experienced researchers) was also shared with the 

consultation: 

 Not as interested in Web 2.0 features, eg Tags, as had been thought 

previously 

 Advanced search box not liked 

 Didn’t understand the word ‘facets’, preferred the word ‘filters’ 

 Would start their search at such places as Google, Wikipedia (to only to 

get general background) and sites such as Web of Science, rather than the 

library page 

There are a number of external online resources that can offer a useful overview of the 

most popular library discovery systems on offer, for example: 

 

 Christison, A. (2013). Discovery layers and discovery services. Catalogue and 

Index, 170, 2-12. http://shura.shu.ac.uk/7435/1/AC170_article.pdf (open access) 

 Unified Resource Discovery comparison chart (Google, open access) 

https://sites.google.com/site/urd2comparison/home/comparison 

Important user requirements involved in decision/ customisation 
Most participants have done some user consultation prior to acquiring or developing a 

single search resource discovery system. A variety of consultation methods have been 

used, e.g. lab testing, interviews, online feedback, focus groups, etc. Below are some of 

the user considerations identified by the participants:  

● User needs partly depend on a particular discipline (e.g. a Humanities 

scholar vs. Scientist)  

● Optimisation for Google and other search engines, as both local and 

external studies have shown that a high percentage of discovery (including 

licensed e-material) starts outside of the library, e.g. via Google or Google Scholar.  

http://paulstainthorp.com/2011/05/17/how-commercial-next-generation-library-discovery-tools-have-nearly-got-it-right/
http://paulstainthorp.com/2011/05/17/how-commercial-next-generation-library-discovery-tools-have-nearly-got-it-right/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/7435/1/AC170_article.pdf
https://sites.google.com/site/urd2comparison/home/comparison
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● Need to concentrate on the majority of user needs, can’t do it all. The 

‘longer a library tries to do everything 100% right, the higher the risk that it will lose 

users’.  

● Technical considerations have to come after full analysis of user needs 

and not the other way around.  

● Discovery tool promotion is according to the relative value identified for 

different disciplines.  

● Some organisations have created broad user categories to help identify 

user requirements 

Comments on individual resource discovery platforms 
Summon 

 Good for searching journal articles 

 Good presentation of results, users can evaluate the initial results without going 

into the individual resources 

 Out-of-the-box installation was clunky, search wasn’t reliable, so had to work 

closely with Summon to identify and implement enhancements. Further changes 

need to be made to make it easier for users to access material.  

 Limited flexibility 

VuFind 

 A strong support community 

 Not much customisation is needed to get it to work  

 Very flexible 

 Continued improvement & development is possible (‘grows with you’) 

 Tags can be used to create lists of items of interest to a user or related to a 
particular course or reading list 

Primo 

● Can handle a lot of different data formats 

● Good relevancy ranking  

● Does ‘find’ and ‘identify’ pretty well 

● Gives a good selection of search facets  

● Users need to do too many clicks to get to the resource  

● Found it hard to configure Primo to expose records in Google 

● Would be nice to be able to do a subject-specific interface 

● Not good at dealing with local holdings 

● Limited customisation options  

● Linear structure, no ‘navigate’/ semantic search function 

● Search results are not hierarchical - not good for providing context, linking 
records together. This is a particular issue with archives & special collections  
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● Collection facet doesn’t work very well for Archives & Manuscripts 
(although some of the issue is gaps in cataloguing) 

Blacklight 

 Services multiple record formats  

 Advocacy of open source technologies 

 Greater control over the discovery interface 

 Content is crawled by Google by default (MARC records) 

 Active development by a US-based group of institutions to add new features 

 Good community support system 

 High level of flexibility 

 Limited fulfilment capability, no ability to move across systems to get access to 

content, unlike Summon, where this feature works quite well, – not easy to 

evaluate the initial results without going into the resources 

Home-grown museum system 

 A standard-based approach to developing museum systems, so that they can be 

shared with the museum community 

 A more interactive way to engage visitors, taking into account typical user 

behaviour 

Home-grown archive system 

 A unified presence 

 Copes with wide variety of data (eg ‘born digital’ records, websites, data) 

 Flexible and friendly interface design 

 Re-using data, lots of potential  

 Object oriented architecture helps develop the system further, e.g. developing APIs 

 Having a single search box is familiar to users from their Internet/ Google 

experience, so it enables users who aren’t familiar with how archives work (and 

who may not be comfortable using archives otherwise) to benefit from the service  

 Responsive design, works well on portable devices 

Satisfaction with the current resource discovery set-up 

There was no single organisation that felt that their resource discovery set up was perfect, 

each organisation could identity a number of areas that required improvement or/ and 

further development, e.g.:   

 Reducing the number of steps for authentication for external access to resources 

 Presentation of sets of resources (e.g. archival and print material) on particular 

topics 

 Simplification of content and navigation to web pages 

 Better use statistics 

 Better record harvesting by Google  
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 Further work on bringing various solo catalogues (the library catalogue, repository, 

archives) together to make it easier to index data 

One institution commented that while they thought that it would be great to have a single 

search interface for all the discovery tools, it’s a challenge to do it in such a way that it’s still 

clear and doesn’t look cluttered. 

Another institution would like to create a new generation discovery architecture that would 

‘have a layer capable of searching the metadata, constructing really smart things like GIS, 

date interfaces, name interfaces of the companies, displaying photographs on a rotating 

basis etc’ but have struggled to find an individual with enough creative vision to drive the 

project forward. 

Linked data/ semantic search 
Traditionally, providing context for material was seen as more important for archival 
holdings but this has changed. Simply providing access to a single resource is no longer 
sufficient. Librarians and archivists are working closer together in the community to tackle 
this issue. The linked data, CIDOC CRM (http://www.cidoc-crm.org) and other 
developments are also playing part here.  
 

The ResearchSpace project is developing a collaborative environment for humanities and 

cultural heritage research using knowledge representation and Semantic Web 

technologies. The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) provides definitions and a 

formal structure for describing the implicit and explicit concepts and relationships used in 

cultural heritage documentation. One of the problems for researchers, in terms of research 

data, is that there is usually no context and, therefore, no stable basis for building 

knowledge. The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) transforms raw data and 

embeds and makes explicit, as part of the process, the implicit meaning that is not stored in 

traditional database formats. In Humanities and Cultural Heritage, context is particularly 

important but difficult to integrate due to the differences in perspectives, objectives, and the 

history of the particular organisation that produced the data. The Semantic framework 

concentrates on allowing these perspectives to exist harmoniously rather than using 

traditional methods of unified catalogues where different datasets are squeezed into a 

unified model. 

http://www.dlib.org/dlib/july14/oldman/07oldman.html - Oldman et al (2014) Realizing 
Lessons of the Last 20 Years: A Manifesto for Data Provisioning & Aggregation Services 
for the Digital Humanities (A Position Paper), D-Lib Magazine, July/August 2014, Volume 
20, Number 7/8 [Online] 
 

One of the challenges of the semantic model is that technical work has to happen 

alongside curatorial work, as context creation requires specialist knowledge.  The archival 

community is developing a conceptual model (probably more akin to FRBR than CIDOC 

CRM) in addition to the existing cataloguing standards, but for the archival sector. This 

work is being led by the International Council on Archives (http://www.ica.org/13799/the-

experts-group-on-archival-description/about-the-egad.html). 

Library website issues/ terminology 
Several organisations mentioned a recent library web re-design project to improve library 

presentation of discovery tools, navigation etc. All the institutional participants could identify 

areas of improvement for their library websites.  

One institution took an interesting approach of agile website development where they 

select a small area of improvement and make a series of changes in response to user 

feedback before arriving at the final version.   

http://www.cidoc-crm.org/
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/july14/oldman/07oldman.html
http://www.ica.org/13799/the-experts-group-on-archival-description/about-the-egad.html
http://www.ica.org/13799/the-experts-group-on-archival-description/about-the-egad.html
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There are issues related to terminology used to describe the tabs used in a single search 

interface.  

Here are some examples: 

 'Everything', 'Online', 'Physical' 

 ‘SuperSearch’, ‘Catalogue Search’, ‘Full text E-journal Search’ 

 ‘Everything’, (OPAC), ‘Articles’ 

 ‘Books & more’, ‘Articles & databases’, ‘Databases A-Z’, ‘Journals’ 

 ‘Search Articles +’ 

Libraries often use ‘more’ or ‘+’ (as in ‘Books & more’) to describe tabs, which can be 

confusing to users (more of what?).  

All the participants use simple search as default. Users are now used to the Google model 

where ‘people do a search first and then filter afterwards’. 

Users tend to use the default tab the most, regardless of what it is. 

There are two ways in which search results are presented: a single list and a Bento box. 

Blacklight and VuFind customers use the Bento box approach, as it is part of the platform 

design. According to one university, the Bento box is popular with institutions that preferred 

a home-grown system. Another university mentioned that external research showed a 

50/50 split for user preferences for a single list vs. the Bento box approach. When they 

were investigating the options, there was no clear winner. The choice of approach seems 

to largely depend on the underlying solution, e.g. Primo sites have a single list and 

Blacklight sites go with the Bento box. 

User education 
LibGuides is the most popular tool for producing subject and other library guides.  

Several institutions mentioned that the use of their single search interface largely depends 

on how it is being promoted by academic staff, local museums and branch libraries.  

User education provided by museums and public libraries is quite different from user 

education provided by universities. It is quite low key in comparison. Typically users are 

given information when they visit the library/ museum and/or look at the organisational 

website.  

One museum consulted took the unusual approach of ensuring that backend staff have a 

frontline duty rota, so if a visitor needs help with using the museum mobile app or have 

some other technical query, they can get help from the Museum technical experts. This 

approach is very popular with visitors and gets a consistent high performance ranking from 

visitors. 

Approaches taken to address different discovery routes used by 
patrons 
There is general agreement amongst the participants that a significant proportion of 

resource discovery starts outside the library, mainly in Google or Google Scholar. This is 

the primary reason why Utrecht University decided to concentrate its efforts on providing 

discovery support for users irrespective of where discovery starts, rather than investing 

significant resources and effort in acquiring and maintaining a resource discovery platform. 
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Utrecht was inspired by the 2009 Ithaka Faculty Survey 

(http://www.sr.ithaka.org/sites/default/files/reports/Faculty_Study_2009.pdf).  

For example:  

“Since the first Faculty Survey in 2000, we have seen faculty members steadily shifting 

towards reliance on network-level electronic resources, and a corresponding decline in 

interest in using locally provided tools for discovery.” (p. 4). Also note the declining use of 

library buildings and catalogues as starting points for research (fig. 1, 3) and the declining 

importance of the library as a ‘gateway’ (fig. 7).  

Utrecht has spoken about their experience at many events and published articles, for 

example: 

Simone Kortekaas, Utrecht University. Thinking the unthinkable: A library without a 

catalogue – reconsidering the future of discovery tools for the Utrecht University Library 

[Kortekaas, S. 2012] – presented at the Liber Annual Conference, 2012 

 

While this radical approach may not be for everyone, resource optimisation for web search 

engines is seen as a priority by many libraries and museums. One institution commented 

that although some librarians think that users just need to be trained better, the more likely 

explanation is that the library systems are not intuitive enough at present. At another, one 

third of access is through Google, one third through referral (eg links from VLE pages, 

portal search engine) and one third through direct access. Several participants commented 

that users are looking for a more Google-like experience but with more precise search 

results, something that is not easy to achieve.  

 

There are different ways in which libraries optimise resource results for search engines, 

e.g.: 

 Supplying record metadata to WorldCat to feed to Google 

 Showing users that they can select their institution as their main library on 

Google/Google Scholar and navigate to the institutional e-database of choice 

 Using Blacklight software  

One institutional library noticed that although some users tended to start their search in 

Google, since the introduction of Primo, the number of article searches that started in 

Primo, rather than Google, had increased significantly. 

Another university library said that while they ‘can’t fight the national behaviour of our 

users’, they highlight the Library website as the obvious option if users can’t find what 

they’re looking for via Google Scholar. 

Several participants mentioned that one of the issues with optimisation for search engines 

was the extra effort required to keep the supplied data up to date. For example, resources 

stay in the index even when they no longer exist or have been superseded. Sometimes it is 

necessary to liaise directly with Google in order to have old links removed. 

Another important issue is that users are not always clear that they are using a library 

resource if they start their search via a search engine, so providing clear library branding is 

an important consideration. 

http://www.sr.ithaka.org/sites/default/files/reports/Faculty_Study_2009.pdf
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Clear explanations of how users can access resources off campus are important. 

Other interesting information/ innovations 
 Recent resource discovery events  

o Ivy League resource discovery day organised by Yale University, April 

2015 http://campuspress.yale.edu/iviesplusdiscovery/ 

o A one-day symposium at Harvard earlier this year that focused on the 
discovery of special collections material, January 2015 
https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/SDI/Special+Collections+Disco
very+Symposium 

 Resource discovery set-ups that have inspired other institutions 

 Leicester University Library, UK (a tabbed approach) 

 Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden (a well presented search 

entry point)  

 University of Columbia, US (a customised home-grown Blacklight interface 

for multiple discovery tools)  

 Johns Hopkins University Library, US 

 Stanford University Library, US  

 A Civil war site created by one the US public libraries, an elegant and 

sophisticated search and resource access solution  

http://www.civilwaronthewesternborder.org/ 

 Old NYC website (www.oldnyc.org), mapping historical photos from the 

NYPL, created by a volunteer, with the help of NYPL who supplied the 

records  

 Some interesting examples of engaging users with the organisation’s collections: 

 The Cleveland Museum of Art believes in providing a flexible and 

interactive experience for its users, embracing the users’ close relationship 

with their mobile devices. They have developed Gallery One 

(http://www.clevelandart.org/gallery-one) which enables users to interact 

with the Museum’s collections through their mobile devices.  

 The New York Public Library has been working on linking resources 

together in a meaningful way to help users make sense of their special 

collections and archives. They have also been engaging with popular 

online resources, such as Pinterest, to make their content (e.g. visual 

images) more discoverable on the web 

(www.pinterest.com/source/digitalcollections.nypl.org).   

 The British Library has developed several extensions for their Primo-based 

archive and special collection portal to present search results in a more 

semantic, linked way.  

 

 In-house implementations: 

The UK National Archives are a good example of a successful in-house implementation. 

However, most institutions don’t have the same level of resource available to them. One 

http://campuspress.yale.edu/iviesplusdiscovery/
https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/SDI/Special+Collections+Discovery+Symposium
https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/SDI/Special+Collections+Discovery+Symposium
http://www.civilwaronthewesternborder.org/
http://www.oldnyc.org/
http://www.clevelandart.org/gallery-one
http://www.pinterest.com/source/digitalcollections.nypl.org
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institution has developed in-house interfaces for their main discovery tools (e.g. OCLC 

Worldcat, SFX). Another, a joint national and university library, has developed separate 

discovery interfaces, one for the public and one for university users. Highly customised 

discovery solutions are better suited to the institution’s specific needs but can be time 

consuming and costly to maintain. 

User behaviour studies/ user feedback 
Some useful user behaviour studies that were mentioned by the participants:  

 Ithaka Faculty Survey, 2009 (mentioned earlier) 

 101 Innovations in Scholarly Communication survey, ongoing 

(http://innoscholcomm.silk.co, 

https://innoscholcomm.typeform.com/to/Csvr7b/fallback) 

 Preliminary results (the first 1000 people) show that Google 

Scholar is the most popular research tool amongst the offered 

suggestions (92% of respondents use it; Please note that resource 

discovery platforms were not offered as a choice). Encouragingly, 

the majority of respondents use their institutional/ library access as 

their preferred tool/site for access to literature (93% of 

respondents selected that option)  

 For more information see 

https://101innovations.wordpress.com/tag/updates-insights/and 

also the presentation by B. Kramer and J. Bosman in June 2015 

(http://www.slideshare.net/bmkramer/the-good-the-efficient-and-

the-open-oai9, The good, the efficient and the open - changing 

research workflows and the need to move from Open Access to 

Open Science - OAI9, Bianca Kramer & J Bosman, June 2015 

● Report by Karen Calhoun titled ‘The Changing Nature of the Catalog and its 
Integration with Other Discovery Tools’, 2006 (https://www.loc.gov/catdir/calhoun-
report-final.pdf)The report and anecdotal evidence suggested looking for a 
discovery system that would provide users with a simpler, more Google-like 
experience, as more and more users were turning to search engines as the starting 
point of search (p. 26).   
 

Future plans 
Below is a list of some future improvements and developments that have been identified by 

the participants: 

 Further integration of local and/or external holdings into the unified discovery 

interface 

 Optimisation of resources for Google and other search engines 

 Engaging with social media sites and other popular online resources (e.g. 

Pinterest) 

 Exploration of linked data 

 Improving the navigation aspect of a search, so that people can navigate their way 

through the results in a more joint-up semantic way, something that has already 

been given high priority on the web 

 Streamlining off-campus campus  

http://innoscholcomm.silk.co/
https://innoscholcomm.typeform.com/to/Csvr7b/fallback
https://101innovations.wordpress.com/tag/updates-insights/
http://www.slideshare.net/bmkramer/the-good-the-efficient-and-the-open-oai9
http://www.slideshare.net/bmkramer/the-good-the-efficient-and-the-open-oai9
https://www.loc.gov/catdir/calhoun-report-final.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/catdir/calhoun-report-final.pdf
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 Making access to full text easier (particularly from home when users are often 

presented with several options for access) 

 Re-evaluating existing library education and user support to help users with their 

discovery needs, irrespective of where discovery starts 

 Exploring research data 

 Better use statistics to understand changing user behaviour  

 Integration of all the different Museum systems together to pull reports using all the 

available data from multiple databases 

● More ‘born digital’ content available to users 

Conclusion 
Resource discovery is an important area for organisations. Several participating 

institutions have resource discovery projects that are exploring similar issues to the 

University of Oxford. However, several participants felt that resource discovery is not 

always given as high organisational priority as other projects, e.g. digitisation. For all 

the participants resource discovery development is very much work in progress, as 

nobody felt that they had ‘cracked it’. Resource discovery at a complex institution 

requires a lot of resource, especially if there is a lot of customisation and/ or local 

development required. This poses questions of long-term sustainability. Commercial 

discovery platforms make the job easier but there are limited options for customisation, 

user interface design and further development.  

There is no commercial resource discovery system that has fully explored linked data, 

so search results tend to be linear and lack in detail. This is no longer sufficient for 

users who are getting used to a more semantic way of searching on the web. 

Sometimes not rushing to implement a new system that has come on the market pays 

off, as things move so fast. There is evidence of rapid improvements in functionality 

offered by commercial systems.  

Optimisation of records for search engines and linked data are seen as important but 

are not fully explored at present. There are some good examples of innovative ways of 

linking content together, like the Old NYC example (www.oldnyc.org). Data science, 

automatic clustering, topic map generation, linking & grouping data in a meaningful 

way are some of the things that libraries need to start focussing on.  

It is important to collect user behaviour statistics/ data in new ways, like watching 

Pinterest traffic of access to the organisation’s collections, like in the visual images 

example from the New York Public Library.  

The future of library discovery is about ‘leveraging what happens outside the library and 

then providing materials to encourage discovery outside of the library’.      

  

 

Areas of discussion with external institutions 
Information to aim to gather before meeting/discussion 

● Generic institutional information (e.g. size, departments, affiliated organisations 

etc) 

http://www.oldnyc.org/
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● Library / Museums / IT structure (e.g. convergent service, library service 

structure)? 

● Institutional information environment (e.g. library collections, museum & special 

collections, archives, research repositories, VLE etc) 

● Current resource discovery mechanisms & products (including some or all of 

library, museums, archives and special collections, finding people/experts) 

 

Discussion points (to be tailored to the specific points of interest for choosing the 

institution to consult) 

● Background to current discovery services / products 
○ Reasons for choosing current discovery tools 
○ Important user requirements involved in decision / customisation (what 

would they say are the most important discovery needs of their users?) 
○ Benefits and Gaps (the latter to include any important usability, 

accessibility issues encountered) 
○ Important localisation work 

● Current resource discovery structure 
○ Tools for discovery of different material (integration of data from different 

local sources into combined discovery services, electronic journal article 
discovery, attitude to use of full text searching, etc) 

○ Integration with the institutional website, other websites (e.g. VLE, college, 
faculty, museum websites) 

○ User education - how users are encouraged to choose the right tool, 
discovery strategy etc (especially how to cope with differing discovery 
needs) 

● Approaches taken to address different discovery routes used by  patrons, e.g. via  
○ the institutional website,    
○ the library website/ portal,    
○ museum website, 
○ direct access to a resource or discovery via subject databases or publisher 

sites,    
○ Google scholar/ Microsoft Academic Search/ other non-library routes   

● Future plans (ask about motivation and use cases if possible) 
○ Developments in existing tools 
○ Use of new tools (e.g. social media) 
○ Discovery for new data types (e.g. research data) 
○ Collaborations & sharing (are they working with other organisations, or 

vendors; would they be interested in working with Oxford should their plans 
and ours coincide?) 
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Appendix 4: 
Summary of Data from Vendors and 
Publishers  
by Simon McLeish 

Summary of Discussions (by Topic) 

Discovery architectures 

● Write once, expose in multiple formats 

● Expose as XML (static web page possible through associated products) 

● Expose through OAI-PMH 

● The main thing is to help academics to burst out of [academic niche] boundaries. 

One way to do this is through “grey” search results – things that you need to know 

that you don't know you need to know. 

● “Sharing information in a way that search engines can access will become a 

standard requirement in an ITT.” 

Linked Open Data / RDF 

A range of responses, including: 

● Not yet looked at 

● Interested in RDF, but not ready for use yet 

● Some linked data work has been done, but not in UK project 

● Beginning work on LOD 

● Early days 

● Important for linking between different types of data, such as people information to 

relate to discovered items associated with that person 

● potential risk of vocabulary silos as data released with widely different structure etc 

● Lodlam summit http://summit2015.lodlam.net/ working on LOD for libraries and 

museums 

● schema.org used by major search engines & currently working on improvements to 

cover archive material 

APIs and standards 

● Harmonisation and standardisation work under way by some consultees 

● Publishers keen to use KBART 

● Response time is key when using APIs to extend searching 

Bringing together distinct collections 

● General interest from search providers in this area 

● Some scepticism around difficulties of relevance ranking for disparate item types 

Handling museum and archive data 

● Beginning to be mentioned as a requirement for purchase of library discovery 

services 

● Support under development 

● Hierarchical data suggests browse-type solution 

● Libraries have been working towards unification and standards for a long time. “To 

an extent, this is outside the library domain”, but it could be that this is the next 

step.  
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● Possibility of working on being able to upload Oxford University data to central 

index 

Sending data to search engines 

● Exposing local resources and outward discovery by users are not always linked 

(access issues) 

● Importance of embedding discovery in an environment used by those you want to 

discover the items 

● Concern at cleanliness and accuracy of data 

● Ensure that the data they provide is fully utilised by the search engines 

Discovering experts 

● Featured results making it possible to promote existing research guides. 

● Linked Open Data seems like a good fit here. Schema.org or bibframe descriptions 

of entities including people which have been identified in WorldCat. So the idea 

would be that if a search pulls in records related to an individual, or a place, or 

whatever, it would be possible to display further information and related links about 

the identified entity. 

Social media/discovery 

● Nothing ever happens by itself. The difficulty in academia is that all the 

communities are small and their members are in competition. This makes it harder 

to do discovery socially, so academics need to have help. 

● They need to be able to find things non-socially too. Social discovery is not 

comprehensive enough, and those who rely on it will miss things; it doesn't suffice 

in the way it would have done 30 years ago. 

● Usage of social media in resource discovery is generally as a starting point. 

Common Themes 

This consultation exercise is one in which it is harder to pull out common themes, because 

of the wildly different organisations consulted and because vendors have an agenda – they 

want to sell something or keep Oxford as a customer. 

It is also worth mentioning that the Proquest purchase of Ex Libris since the consultation 

took place (and of which no advance warning was given by the consultees) may mean that 

some of what was said is no longer relevant – the likelihood of a convergence between 

Primo and Summon means that there are significantly fewer options for replacing Primo 

than there would have been earlier. For some analysis of the meaning of the purchase see 

(Grant 2015; Schonfeld 2015). 

However, some common themes do still emerge. 

1. There seems to be disagreement about the best course to follow for the future, 

both between participants in this strand and their thoughts and the outcomes from other 

strands. This is indicative of a lack of a consistent vision between different stakeholders, 

and/or the absence of any obvious, over-arching solution. 

2. Work on Linked Open Data, which is seen by many as the closest there is to an 

over-arching solution, is something which is still in its early stages. Participants are not 

wholly convinced that the approach is without potential issues. But it may work well for 

discovery of people. 

3. Sending data to search engines works best when the metadata is of high quality. 

On the other hand, providers of library search tools are interested in the integration of non-

library (non-MARC) metadata. 

4. Standards and APIs are important, and a continuing area of development. 

5. There is scepticism about the use and value of social discovery. 
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Appendix 5: 
Literature Review 1: Understanding 
Resource Discovery 
by Simon McLeish 

Some general principles and descriptions of resource discovery are well documented in 

existing literature.  

The Principle of Least Effort is described in (Bates 2003, p.48): 

People use the Principle of Least Effort, preferring easy-to-get information over 

harder-to-get information, no matter how high the quality of the latter, as a rule. 

The same principle continues to be re-iterated in more recent analyses, including 

(Connaway, Dickey, and Radford 2011), and as part of Derek Law's analysis of the 

aliterate or post-literate world of the library of the future: “They want instant results and 

instant gratification because a fundamental tenet is that convenience trumps equality” (Law 

2010). 

As Bates goes on to say, though, this is mitigated by the impetus to put in greater effort 

“matters of great urgency or of great interest”, both factors which should apply to many 

resource discovery tasks carried out in the university sector. 

In an earlier paper, Bates describes a more high level principle, which she calls 

“berrypicking” (Bates 1989), cited in (Falciani-White 2012). This describes an evolving 

strategy, refining how discovery is carried out as initial information discovered changes the 

conceptual model the user has of what they are looking for: “gathering information a piece 

at a time while the information need and search criteria continue to evolve” (Falciani-White 

2012). 

Janyk (2014) adds two more principles which are relevant to the methods used to carry out 

discovery tasks: 

Rational Choice Theory suggests that individuals should be able to think through what they 

are trying to achieve and plan how best to reach their goals (e.g. by choosing multiple 

sources for information). Janyk suggests that this is not commonly seen in practice, as 

users of discovery services tend to blithely repeat methods which gave acceptable results 

in the past. This behaviour is more as predicted by Gratification Theory, where past 

success in finding relevant material means that the same method is re-used in the future. 

This analysis leads directly to the conclusion that the ways in which specialist discovery 

tools used in academia are approached will be similar to the ways in which the tools 

familiar to users before or outside the University have been successfully used, and 

unfortunately these methods often do not transfer well to the specialist tools. 

A resource discovery process which is considered to be especially applied by 

undergraduates (and school students) is the Information Search Process described by 

Kulhthau (Kuhlthau 1988). This model divides the discovery process into task initiation, 

topic selection, prefocus exploration, focus formulation, information collection, search 

closure, and starting writing. Perceptions of anxiety decrease through this process, 

accompanying a progression from ambiguity to specificity, though others have observed 

that the process is not always followed in this order (Swain 1996). A more recent review 
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has confirmed that the model continued to be a valid description of the discovery methods 

of undergraduate students (Kuhlthau, Heinström, and Todd 2008). 

Discovery Behaviour Specific to Undergraduates 
Work has been done to analyse the unique aspects of the ways in which undergraduate 

students seek to obtain information – as reviewed in (Falciani-White 2012). The analysis 

presented there suggests that undergraduates carry out resource discovery principally to 

satisfy immediate academic requirements (essays, examinations, etc.), and is associated 

with a “certain amount of anxiety”. As a result, convenience and familiarity outweigh 

suitability as criteria for services and methods used for discovery, and this is accompanied 

by “hesitancy” about asking for assistance from tutors or librarians – though it has always 

also been common for students to look for help and guidance from their peers. 

Resource discovery methodologies also tend to evolve in sophistication – both in terms of 

what is to be discovered and also the approaches taken – with increasing experience. This 

has been been  linked to the development in sophistication of undergraduates' 

epistemological beliefs, enabling them to evaluate the reliability, credibility and authority of 

sources, consider conflicting viewpoints, and use a wider range of discovery strategies 

(Whitmire 2004). 

Discovery Behaviour Specific to Postgraduates 
Most of the literature indicates that graduates would be expected to fall in between 

undergraduates and academic staff in terms of their resource discovery requirements and 

needs. They will be more experienced than undergraduates; they will be starting to use 

resources of types common in academic research but less so for undergraduate work 

(journal articles, datasets and so on). As summarised in (Falciani-White 2012), “graduate 

students could be said to fall along a continuum which features undergraduate (novice) 

information seekers at one extreme and faculty (expert) information seekers at the other”. 

Discovery Behaviour Specific to Senior Researchers 
Differences in discovery behaviour between senior researchers and students are often 

described as  a consequence of greater experience in discovery and research, along with 

more in depth knowledge of their specialist subject area. Ellis (1989), as cited by (Falciani-

White 2012), described six typical behaviours seen in university faculty members: 

● starting: reading reviews and review articles, initial exploratory searchers, etc. - 
actions to be undertaken before the main discovery exercise; 

● chaining: tracking citations forwards and backwards from a known item; 
● browsing: semi-directed searching, e.g. using author names or looking along a 

shelf of physical items; 
● differentiating: using differences between items to determine relevance; 
● monitoring: current awareness of activity in research field; 
● extracting: systematic analysis of a specific source (e.g. publisher's web pages) to 

identify material of interest. 
 

An individual discovery exercise may use some or all of the above, in any order (though 

usually iteratively building on prior actions). The discovery process of academic 

researchers can also be categorised as lying on a continuum between two extremes, with 

individuals using the methods deemed appropriate for the task in hand. 

The Disciplines 
Older literature on searching and discovery typically stereotyped the disciplines based on 

the understood research practices. At one end, the physical sciences and medicine are 
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characterised as those who are interested only in the most current information18. This 

group will generally perceive the academic publishing process as too slow, and will 

therefore focus on pre-print papers and circulated drafts, as provided by social media (or 

other informal circulation methods) and by services such as arXiv.  

At the other end, the stereotypes associate the humanities with those who are interested in 

the full historical range of their subject areas. They are seen as heavy users of the libraries 

and museums, and interested in archives and other distinctive collections held locally (and 

be willing to travel across the world to access the right resource if necessary). 

Recent research, though, shows “less overall difference between the physical sciences and 

the humanities” than expected (Meyer et al, 2011, p.18). A series of case studies across 

the disciplines in 2011 found that “from a broaders sociological view, it is striking how much 

consistency there is across the fields and disciplines” (Meyer et al, 2011. p. 18).   

Context may also be important: different tools and methods may be used in work and home 

settings, even for the same tasks (Connaway, Dickey, and Radford 2011), but it is 

increasingly the case that people are trying different methods and tools and expect to do so 

(Dempsey 2007).  
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Introduction 
This report summarises current technologies in library information-retrieval, search engine 

technologies, application of ontologies in search, learning of ontologies, search-related 

visualization, and search provenance. In this report, we have also carried out a user 

consultation examining the resource discovery tools that are currently used by researchers 

by interviewing both students and staff members of the University of Oxford. Part of the 

user consultation is also to explore and foresee what resources researchers will need in the 

future. 

Resource discovery 
In computer science, database management systems and information-retrieval study the 

computational methods for managing and discovering large amounts of data.  Historically 

databases emerged from the requirements of accounting systems, e.g., e-commerce, 

banking, and reservations, and information- retrieval systems emerged from the 

requirements of library systems, e.g., books, bibliographic catalogs, and patent collections 

[WKRS09]. Therefore, regarding databases, research is mainly focused on developing 

different data models, improving consistency of search results, query processing 

optimisation, and efficiency. In information-retrieval, research is focused on the areas of 

text processing, ranking models, user satisfaction, and so on. 

Databases 
Databases that store structured data in a relational model (relations databases) are the 

most popular data management system. The need for preliminary blueprints and schema 

necessary for the relational data model made other alternative data models necessary. 

Moreover, presently structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data are being 

generated at unprecedented rates. As a result, there have been numerous attempts to 

create different data models, such as the document-oriented data model, graph data 

model, and key-value store which are among the most popular. 

Document-orientated and graph data models address the problem faced by the relational 

data model, i.e., a future-proof complex schema. Such databases use a document-

orientated data model that follows no internal structure, i.e., the fields and relations do not 

exist as predefined concepts. It acquires the type information from the data itself. All of the 

data attributes for an object are placed in a single entity (e.g., document or node) and are 

stored as a single entry. A relationship between the two entities is created using 

references. 

Although the document-oriented and the graph data model eliminate the need for a future-

proof complex schema to store and update data, the resources needed to enter records 

into a database are costly and expensive, particularly when the scale of the data is large. 

Resources are needed to transfer files into any database. Given the scale of files a large 

organisation or library has to manage with, the use of database does not appear to be a 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2hio093
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2hio093
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2hio093
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feasible solution in terms of the resources that would be required to enter the files onto the 

database. 

Information-retrieval 
The area information-retrieval for managing and discovering information from a large 

collections of data originated from the discipline of librarianship. In early days, resources 

(e.g., books and manuscripts) were indexed using catalogs. Much like the index in the back 

of a book, the catalogs includes information about the resources. During search, the 

catalogs were browsed to find the location of the resources quickly. Such technique was 

first used by third century BC Greek poet Callimachus [ER07] and has always been the key 

feature of early catalog-based search, electromechanical machines, and modern computer-

based information-retrieval  systems. 

Since 1891 to early 1950 there has been numerous work proposed on the development of 

electromechanical device assisting in rapid scanning of the catalog in library.  These 

mechanical systems continued to be developed and used until the advancement of 

computer-based information-retrieval [Jah61]. 

In 1948, Holmstrom [Hol] described a computing machine called the Univac in a 

conference organised by The Royal Society, U.K. This system was capable of searching 

for text references associated with a subject code stored in a magnetic steel tape. This is to 

be known as the first computer-based system proposed for information search. A few years 

later, in 1952 an alternative approach was proposed by Taube et al.  [TGW52].  They 

proposed the Uniterm system to index items by a list of keywords and such indexing 

technique is still being used today. 

As information starts to explode, finding the relevant information among the long list of 

search results has become difficult. Therefore, ranking based on relevance has become 

essential. During 1970-1990, most of the fundamental ranking approaches (e.g., boolean, 

tf-idf, vector space, etc.) were developed, the details of such ranking techniques can be 

found in Manning’s book [MRS09]. 

Apart from the discipline of librarianship, one major application of information- retrieval in 

real world was during 1990’s. In late 1990, Berners-Lee created the World Wide Web and 

by 1993 the size of the Web become so large that Web-search has become essential. 

Web-search is one of the major application of information-retrieval in the real world. The 

previously used indexing mechanism remained the core component to efficiently store the 

crawled Web-pages along with the newly developed ranking algorithms such as HITS 

[Kle99] and Google’s PageRank [PBMW98] for ranking of Web-search results. 

A detailed discussion on the evolution of information-retrieval domain starting from library 

to modern Web and enterprise search can be found in Sanderson and Croft’s paper 

[SC12]. 

Another major application of information-retrieval was the Enterprise Search. With a 

growing amount of data in enterprises (e.g., libraries, compa- nies, etc.) managing and 

searching for information is becoming a challenge. The concept of Enterprise Search was 

introduced to encourage real-world application of information-retrieval [DSC10], where an 

enterprise develops an integrated data infrastructure, and enables its stakeholders to have 

an effective search interface for information retrieval. 

Enterprise Search Engine 
Numerous open source Enterprise Search Engines (e.g., Lucene, Solr, Elastic-Search, 

Xapian, LucidWorks, Indri, Terrier, and so on) were developed for text-based document 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.kgcv8k
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.kgcv8k
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.kgcv8k
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.1302m92
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.1302m92
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.1302m92
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.1302m92
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retrieval. They primarily use Lucene index at the backend. Lucene provides search index 

(also known as “inverted index”) creation, storage, and management facilities with 

document ranking algorithms (e.g., Boolean, TF-IDF, Cosine, Fuzzy, and so on). These 

modern tools also use probabilistic models to map documents to terms and then rank 

results. Probabilities are generated using methods such as TF-IDF and other language 

models. Although the exact methods of commercial systems are unpublished, it is likely 

they use techniques similar to Lucene and Indri. 

Previous research in Enterprise Search Engine was focused on different mechanisms to 

improve the search time by enhancing the retrieval capability of Enterprise Search Engines 

for engineering documents [HLS15, HYLS14], multi-topic documents [LCH12], patents 

[MRL13], mechatronic data [ES11], and so on. 

However, recent literature has focused mainly on improving the retrieval capability of an 

Enterprise Search Engine by knowledge-based support with ontologies for improved query 

enrichment and ranking, this is discussed further in the next section. 

Ontology-based Retrieval 
Ontologies have been widely used in domain-specific information retrieval. The Beagle++ 

[CCNP06] search engine was developed for Semantic Desktops. It indexes RDF metadata 

annotations to represent the meaning of documents together with the document content. 

The ranking of documents according to an ontology were reported by Kiryakov et al. 

[KPT+04] and Castells et al. [CFV07]. They presented an extension of the vector space 

model [SWY75] and together with document content, they indexed semantic annotations of 

documents and used this information for  search. 

All three promising approaches extended the vector space model using semantic 

information, however, none of them was able to apply measures of semantic association 

and have defined the annotations for the documents manually. Therefore, Billig et al. 

[BBL07] chose to align the representation of the document to the ontology automatically, 

using simple string matching. 

Vallet et al. [VFC05] used ontologies to improve search over large document repositories. 

This retrieval model is based on an adaptation of the classic vector-space model, including 

an annotation weighting algorithm, and a ranking algorithm. Other work on file systems, 

e.g., [CGWX09, GSV07] enhanced the quality of file system search by leveraging the 

context of the search space.   Castell et al.   [CFV07] proposed a retrieval model based   on 

an adaptation of the classic vector-space model, including an annotation weighting 

algorithm, and a ranking algorithm. This model built well- defined ontologies by populating 

knowledge bases and mapping keywords to concepts. Fernandez et al. [FCL+11] proposed 

an ontology-based information retrieval model by exploitation of domain knowledge bases 

to support semantic search capabilities in large document collection from a Web 

environment. ReFinder [DZW+13] is a context-based information re-finding system which 

assists users in re-finding their previously accessed files and web pages based on contexts 

such as time and location. A knowledge-based framework for integrating ontology-based 

personalised retrieval and reminiscence support was proposed by Shi and Setchi [SS13]. 

Leite and Ricarte [LR08] proposed multiple related ontologies for knowledge representation 

and integrated the system with a fuzzy model. A multi- ontology based multimedia 

annotation model was described by Dong and Li [DL06]. In their work, a domain 

independent multimedia ontology was integrated with domain ontologies to provide 

domain-specific views of multimedia content. Vaidurya [MS09] is a document search 

system developed for clinical document search by using a domain specific ontology. A 

semantic ontology-based framework for personal information management was proposed 
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by Xiao and Cruz [XC05]. Other query expansion techniques using ontologies can be found 

in works by Bhogal et al. [BMS07], Navigli and Velardi [NV03], and Díaz-Galiano et al. 

[DGMVUL09]. 

It is necessary to implement active learning process for updating ontologies dynamically as 

manually building such ontologies can be a tedious and time consuming task. 

Ontology Learning 
Ontology learning techniques have been widely studied. A comprehensive review and 

discussion of major issues, challenges, and opportunities in   ontology learning can be 

found in Zhou’s survey [Zho07]. Ichise et al. [Ich08] proposed a framework for organising 

the ontology mapping problem into a standard machine learning framework. This 

framework would use multiple concept-similarity measures. Maryam et al. [MSA11] 

described the bottleneck of ontology learning while dealing with the knowledge acquisition 

and modelling domain knowledge. They presented a survey of the different approaches in 

ontology learning from semi-structured and unstructured data. Idrissi et al. [EBB13] 

proposed a solution to overcome the manual knowledge acquisition bottleneck in ontology 

learning. They also presented a practical study of the methods that take data models as 

input to the learning process. Zhang et al. [ZHCZ13] proposed a semantic retrieval model 

of engineering domain knowledge, e.g., product design and process planning. They 

addressed the problems with existing keyword-based and semantic-enabled methods, and 

proposed an ontology-based semantic retrieval scheme for knowledge search and retrieval 

from domain documents. 

The content-based retrieval systems have certain limitations. In a library, many of the files 

are non-textual (e.g., media, archive, images, scanned copies of invoices, books, catalogs, 

etc.). Therefore, improved metadata- based retrieval is essential. Similar to Web search, an 

Enterprise Search Engine can use relevance feedback information [DSC10] that can be 

used to learn and improve the ranking of the search results in the enterprise search 

[CDZ08] as no search can guarantee to find all the relevant file or how to correctly specify 

the search criteria. Most importantly, it would be useful to assist search with effective 

visualization and interaction [BYYG+08]. 

Library search 
Gone are the days when the library was our first source for retrieving in- formation. 

Nowadays, a majority of students would either use Google (or Google Scholars) or other 

online search engines as their first choice for getting their information [GB05, DRCHW06]. 

The shifting towards Google and other online search engines as the point of information 

source could be due to frustration: 

“Why is Google so easy and the library so hard?” [Ten09] 

as voiced out by one of the participants during a focus group carried out by Tenopir in 

2009. In an attempt to bring back users to the libraries, a huge number of higher education 

institutions have simplified the search process by implementing a single-search-screen that 

allows users to easily search all materials either owned by the institutions, accessible via 

subscription or open access using a single text box [Cau13, Hoe12].  This form of search   

is called resource discovery or simply known as the library portal. There are a number of 

surveys that have been carried out on resource discoveries in libraries and their 

implementations [Sto09, BCD14, SCOC13, Sto10]. For ex- ample, the implementation and 

evaluations of Summon at the University of Huddersfield [Sto10] and Primo at the 

University of Birmingham [BCD14]. 
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Resource discoveries in libraries are powered at the back-end either using a federated 

search or pre-harvested search [Bac08, GGG09, Sto10, BYRN10]. In both federated 

search and pre-harvested search the users are allowed to search via a single access point. 

In federated search, the search word is looked for across multiple databases while in pre-

harvested search the search word is looked for through the pre-harvested indexes of 

content with weighting 

 

 

Figure 1: (left) HotMap: the term-frequency (tf) of each keyword in the query is shown using colour 
coding. (right) Concept Highlighter: Firstly a set of concepts related to the search query is displayed, 
and based on the user’s selection the search results are sorted. The sorting is based on a fuzzy 
membership score and highlighted using colour coding. Adopted from [HY06]. 

applied to help with the relevancy ranking. By implementing the single-search-screen, 

users are able to retrieve results from multiple databases. For both of these searches, the 

results are then returned back often as a rank list in a paginated format.   Although it is 

easier for users    to retrieve search results using the single search box, users found that 

they have difficulties in comprehending the list of results that was returned to them 

[LSB13]. 

An alternative to a list of paginated results is a visualization approach that would allow 

users to explore and contrast the relationships and correlations of the retrieved results (or 

documents). For example, Tag clouds [Fei] and inkblots [AC07] that enable us to view the 

categorical information and statistical information about the documents, revealing various 

signature patterns for comparative analysis. Similarly, ThemeRiver [HHWN02] and TIARA 

[WLS+10] for visualizing changes of themes and topics over time within a collection of 

documents. For the visualization of multi-faceted relationships of keywords either within 

documents or across a large collection of documents FacetAtlas [CSL+10] could be used. 

Milne and Witten [MW11] presented Ho¯ para a visual search engine for exploring 

Wikipedia through its semantic relationship. Gove et al. [GDS+11] presented a visual 

analytics tool Action Science Explorer (ACE) for exploring academic publications through 

citations, ranking, and techniques of summarisation and automatic clustering. 

Search-related Visualization 
This section describes the research on the areas of search-related visualization mainly 

search result visualization and search provenance or history visualization. The work in the 

area of search-related visualization mainly focuses on the Web-search domain. 

xFind [ASL+01] was developed to explore document search results as a ranked list as well 

as a scatter plot.  In this tool, documents are displayed   in a scatter plot where the search 
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attributes, e.g., relevance, file size, date, are mapped to x-axis and y-axis. The attributes 

can also be mapped to colour and the size of the icon.  For example, the y-axis can 

correspond     

 

 

Figure 2: Gradual refinement of query parameters in VisGets using the dimension: spatial – the 
region close to Caribbean is selected, (b) topical – the larger tag “politics” is selected, (c) and (d) 
temporal – first the month February   is selected and then few days around the middle of February 
are brushed. Adopted from [DCCW08]. 

 

to the modification date of a document, and the document relevance can be mapped to 

icon size and/or icon colour (e.g., highly relevant in orange, and less relevant in white). 

Roberts et al. used glyphs to visualize web search results [RBR02] where the domains 

(e.g., .com, .edu, .net, .gov etc.) were mapped to the shape of a  glyph. 

In Web search, the search results are listed in 10–15 results per page and most users 

typically only scan the first page [SHMM99]. Such list-based representations limit the user 

to explore most of the search results. Therefore, the HotMap and Concept Highlighter were 

proposed by Hoeber and Xue [HY06] to support visual exploration of the Web search 

results, see   Figure 1. These tools show search results in two levels of detail: an overview 

of the top 100 documents, and a detailed view of 20–25 documents at a time. The work 

also discussed how these views support the visual query of Web search results. Chau 

[Cha11] proposed a glyph based on a flower metaphor to visualize web search results. 

Among all of the scholarly work that has been published by the visualization and 

information-retrieval communities on navigation and exploration  of Web information space, 

the VisGets [DCCW08], Fluid Views [DCW12], and PivotPaths [DRRD12] are the most 

significant. VisGets [DCCW08] was developed to visualize different Web search attributes 

to assist in formulating search queries and to visualize search results using interactive 

geographic maps and tag clouds. Applications of VisGets to a variety of Web data 

collections were demonstrated by Dörk et al. [DWC09]. An empirical study on in- teractive 

and visual exploration of the Web using VisGets was also reported by Dörk et al. [DWC12], 

see Figure 2. Fluid Views [DCW12] enable users to view Web search results 

geographically, temporally, and content-wise in dual layers: for overview and details, see 
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Figure 3. PivotPaths [DRRD12] allows users to explore datasets with a variety of relation 

types across various dimensions, see Figure 4. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
 

(c) 

 

Figure 3: Fluid Views: (a) Zooming increases geographical detail in the map, here, from a continental 
view to the Mediterranean. (b) The time scale  is changed from months,  to weeks,  and days.  (c) 
Base layer  gets gradu-  ally magnified and the items, filtered, and displayed with more detail.  
Adopted from [DCW12]. 

 

 

Figure 4: PivotPaths tool shows variety of relation types across various dimensions. Adopted from 
[DRRD12]. 

Another example of a notable work using Voronoi treemap to organise search results was 

proposed by Nocaj and Brandes [NB12], see Figure 5. ProjSnippet [GNSP+14] visualizes 

web search results in a global view and provides a clustering technique for identifying 

similar content,  see    Figure 6. The similarity measurement used in this work is based on 

the vector space model. The recent visualization supported tool for document search, 

Footprints [IDA+14], was developed for analysts searching for documents, Figure 7. 
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Tree-based Visualization for File System Search 
The file systems resource discovery using visualization has been widely studied and 

considered by the visualization community. There are numerous file system visualization-

assisted tools and techniques which have been 

  
Figure 5: Search results are displayed with Voronoi treemap. Adopted from [NB12]. 

 
Figure 6: ProjSnippet tool visualizes the Web search result and clusters them based on content 
similarity. Adopted from [GNSP+14]. 

 

 

Figure 7: Footprints, a document search and visualization tool. Adopted from [IDA+14]. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8: “/opt” directory of an example GNU/Linux system and its contents are visualized with (a) 
File System Explorer and (b) treemap (k4dirstat tool apps.ubuntu.com/cat/applications/k4dirstat). 

developed for analysing disk usage, browsing hierarchy, searching for files and directories, 

and so on. The file system is a hierarchical structure, therefore, this essentially falls into the 

category of a hierarchy and/or tree visualization problem. A commonly used visualization 

technique for hierarchies is a tree or none-link diagram. For example, in all modern 

operating systems, the file system Explorer is the primary interface facilitating file system 

browsing and other functionalities. The Explorer displays the file system hierarchy using a 

tree as well as file/folder list/tabular view, see Figure 8 (a). Such explicit hierarchy 

visualization techniques do not utilise the space efficiently, therefore, fail to scale well for 

large file systems. Implicit hierarchy visualization techniques were proposed 
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Figure 9: Visualization of file search, featuring glyphs for search results (focus) and a treemap for the 
file system (context). Adopted from [KPW+14]. 

 

  

(a)      (b) 

 

Figure 10: Different   treemaps   with    non-rectangular   layout: (a)  Circular  (lip. 
sourceforge.net/ctreemap.html) and (b) Gosper [AHL+13]. 

to solve this problem, a comprehensive survey on such visualization can be found by 

Schulz et al. [SHS11]. 

Treemaps were proposed by Johnson and Shneiderman in 1991 in their seminal paper 

[JS91, Shn92]. Their objective behind this work was to find out how and where the space of 

a hard drive is used by multiple users and to find large files that could potentially be 

deleted. In Figure 8 (c), the “/opt” folder was visualized using a treemap as an  example. 

Since the development of the first treemap, several improvements have proposed, e.g., 

performance (e.g., [SP]), layout (e.g., [Wat05, OS08, BDL05, Wet03, AHL+13]), texture 

(e.g., [VVdW99, LF08, BL07]), and so on. Figure 10  illustrates two  non-rectangular tree-

based layout. 

Khan et al.  [KPW+14] proposed focus+context visualization to visualize file search results 

of an Enterprise Search Engine. This work is the first serious attempt to introduce 

visualization in a large scale Enterprise Search Engine. In this visualization the search 
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results were shown as file system glyphs and the search space was visualized using a 

treemap, see Figure 9. 

\  

Figure 11: This is an example of a focus+context view of SPG displayed on a user’s (Julie’s) search 
provenance window. It illustrates how the user (focus) collaborated with other users (context). For 
example, Julie’s fourth query is formulated based on Charlotte’s while in Julie’s second day of search 
she formulated two of her queries based on Andy’s. The last nine queries from Julie’s search are 
selected for glyph-based view as shown in Figure12. Adopted from [Kha15]. 

Such focus+context visualization assist users to quickly search the relevant results, and to 

identify false positives and false negatives. 

Glyph-based Visualization of Search Results 
Glyphs are visual entities composed of several visual channels representing multivariate 

qualitative and/or quantitative attributes. Search results are often displayed as text in a list 

or in a tabular view, often showing 10–15 results per page. However, most of the 

information e.g., search space, search attributes, search history, search results, their 

distribution, clustering pattern, and so on are not shown. Roberts et al. proposed glyphs to 

visualize Web search results [RBR02]. Chau [Cha11] proposed a flower metaphor based 

glyph to visualize more search attributes in a Web search results. Search keywords were 

shown using petals, outgoing links from a document were shown using leaves, the stem 

showed document length, and the supporting ground showed incoming links. Kachkaev et 

al. [KWD14] proposed glyphs with parallel coordinate plots to display and explore survey 

results. Karve and Gleicher [KG07] presented a glyph-based visualization for search results 

from the Protein Data Bank. Khan et al. [KPW+14] used glyphs for representing file system 

search result visualization, see Figure 9. 

Provenance Visualization Related to Search 
The historical information that needs to be captured over time to examine the quality or 

validity of data is called Provenance Information. In this section we shall discuss 

provenance visualization techniques applied to Web provenance data, e.g., search, 

navigation, click-stream, and query logs are extensively captured. Web search activities 

generate query logs [ZCV+12], usability logs [GBG96], and Web clickstreams [WSSM12]. 

Clickstreams [CPV+01, LPSH01] support the analysis of Web traffic and the users’ Web 

path navigation behaviour [Chi02]. Such information is useful for understanding the 

effectiveness of Web marketing, advertising, and merchandising efforts. It also reveals how 

customers find stores, the products they browse as well as the products they purchase and 

so on. 

Khan [Kha15] presented a comprehensive work on systematically storing and visualizing 
users’ search provenance information where he introduced   a graph structure called 
Search Provenance Graph (SPG) for recording the search provenance’s data attributes 
and its structure. In addition, he developed multiple ontology-based  knowledge  supports  
for  computing the  
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.206ipza
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.206ipza
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
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Figure 12: An example of glyph-based visualization of the queries selected in Figure 11. 

The search queries are shown above the central line, and the search results are shown 

beneath the central line. Each search query may feature four criteria of (in clockwise 

direction): keyword, type, size, and date. An icon appears when this criterion is new or has 

been changed.  The search results are shown in two forms: summary statistics are shown 

when research results consist of more than 25 files and macro-glyph oth- erwise. For 

search results, green represents newly found files, grey rep- resent files common to the 

current and previous queries, blue represents files appeared only in the previous query, 

and red represents the selected files. The background colour of the ‘Late Discovery’ dialog 

is grey as there is currently no newly discovered file. Adopted from [Kha15]. 

semantic similarity between search queries by constructing and updating SPGs . In his 

thesis, Khan also proposed a combined glyph-graph visual representations for visualizing 

SPGs in a focus+context manner as well as three different types of visualization for 

representing the provenance information of a search related to a project: 

 Focus+context view of SPG (Figure  11), 

 Glyph-based view (Figure 12), and 

 Collaboration Summary (Figure 13). 

Such visualizations can help to assist users in (a) identifying the potential false positives in 

search results, (b) performing search tasks collaboratively, and (c) formulate/reformulate 

search queries based on previous searches 

Challenges of resource discovery – user consultation 
The purpose of the consultation is to examine what resource discovery tools are currently 

used by researchers as well as to foresee what resources they may need in the future. The 

interview began with a brief description explaining the objectives of the consultation 

followed by a demographics questionnaire. The interviewees were then asked a number of 

questions regard- ing their search tools and habits as well as what tools (or applications) 

they thought would further facilitate their research. 

In total, ten people were interviewed. Of these interviewees, four were female (average age 

= 33) and six were male (average age = 39). The level of education varied from those who 

had completed a bachelors degree (1), to interviewees with a completed master degree or 

postgraduate diploma (3), to those who were either postgraduate students (2), or had  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.3whwml4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.3whwml4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.3whwml4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.3whwml4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.3as4poj
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.3as4poj
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.49x2ik5
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.49x2ik5
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Figure 13: This example of collaboration summary view of SPG illustrates the similarity between the 
search queries performed by the administrators associated with a project. Adopted from [Kha15]. 

 

completed their Ph.D (4). All interviewees were recruited from the University of Oxford8. 

Eight interviewees were members of university staffs, and the other two were university 

students. The interviewees were from a number of disciplines, including computer science, 

humanities, physics, and engineering. All of the interviewees have completed at least a 

minimum of two projects that either involved research or required some form information 

gathering.  A more detailed summary of the interviewees’ background can be found in 

Table 1 search tools All of the interviewees were asked to  describe how do  they gather 

the information that they need for their research and a majority of them answered either 

Google Scholars or Google. Google Scholars is the preferred choice as it works well, and it 

requires low effort and minimal cognitive overload to use it. The interviewees also like 

Google Scholars as (i) it is quick, (ii) it provides good and targeted results, (iii) it is available 

at   all times regardless of your location, (iv) it provides you with easy access   to the full 

copy of the articles through the provided links of the published version, (v) it allows you to 

view the brief abstract providing you with the capability of judging the relevancy of the 

papers, (vi) it has the function to import citation into bibliography managers such as 

EndNote and BibTeX, (vii) it sends out a notification to indicate when there are new articles 

that might be of interest, and (viii) it allows you to view the authors and their  list of 

publications, related articles, and the articles that have cited the article being viewed. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.haapch
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2p2csry
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2p2csry
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.147n2zr
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.147n2zr
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Table 1: A summary of the demographics information of the interviewees. 

 

Despite its many advantages, there are also several drawbacks to Google Scholars 

mentioned by our interviewees for example (i) it returns back a vast number of results from 

which it is difficult to filter out the relevant articles, (ii) the detection of the omission of 

relevant articles becomes challenging due to the sheer volume of results and there is also 

concern that the list   may not be accurate and up-to-date, (iii) as a keyword-based search, 

results can be skewed by the use of “incorrect” search terms, (iv) its inability to search 

across PDF documents for embedded scientific data, and (v) the lack of subject 

categorisations (or tagging) that makes it difficult to carry out a “top-down search” of drilling 

down a particular subject or retrieval of articles of similar (or associated) topic. There are 

also other drawbacks but they are more directed towards Google that (i) the results that are 

returned can sometimes be overwhelmed by commercial interests, e.g., adverts, and there 

is the question of the validity and providence of the information and whether it can be  

trusted. Semantic Scholars (https://www.semanticscholar.org/ ) has just been released and 

would not have been in the radar of our interviewees, but it might be worth for us to explore 

it. 

The other answers on how do they gather the information that they need for their research 

are given below:  

DOMAIN SPECIFIC DATABASES OR WEBSITES 
SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System for finding references and abstracts for 

astrophysics. The interviewee chose to use this database as it allows him to refine the 

search in a more precise manner (see Figure 14) as well as providing him with the 

capabilities to search for unpublished and pre-print articles for  free. 

https://www.semanticscholar.org/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.3o7alnk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.3o7alnk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.23ckvvd
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.23ckvvd
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Figure 14: SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System interface that allows the users to refine their search 
in a more precise manner. 

 PubMed for finding references and abstracts for life sciences and biomedical 

subjects. 

 Lexis, Nexis, and Westlaw for retrieving legal and journalistic information  and 

documents. 

 DBLP for accessing journals and conferences proceedings for computer science. 

 Stack Overflow for finding solutions to technical questions or computer  

programming problems. 

 Wikipedia for finding general and basic information about a specific subject. 

 Pitt Rivers Museum Databases for finding information about objects and historic 

photographs held in the Pitt River Museum. 

 Microsoft Academic Search is an alternative bibliographic database for finding 

academic publications and was developed by Microsoft Research. 

 World Cat for searching of items such as books and articles in a library that is near 

you. 

 IMSLP for finding composers and music scores. 

 Web of Science is an alternative bibliographic database for finding academic 

publications that is maintained by Thomson Reuters. 

PEERS, COLLEAGUES, AND COLLABORATORS 
 Consultation with collaborators on the articles and conferences to focus on. Project 

wikis are also a great source of information. 

 Conversation with peers and colleagues on newly published articles and 

conferences to attend. These articles and conferences tend to be domain-specific. 
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SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES 
 Through social networking sites such as Twitter. Authors, readers of articles, or 

attendees of conferences tend to tweet about papers that may be interest to their 

followers. These tweets are usually accompanied by a brief description as well as 

PDF links to the articles. 

THESIS ADVISORS / SUPERVISORS 
 Students are usually given an overview article by their thesis advisors as their 

starting point in information gathering. 

DOMAIN SPECIFIC LIBRARIES 
 Pitt River Museum Library, Sackler Library, and Balfour Library and colleges’ 

libraries for specific information that is not available on-line. 

OTHERS 
 Oxford Talks. A list of talks organised by the University of Oxford on domain-

specific subjects. 

 Own Personal Books. A majority of the interviewees have their own personal 

books that they refer to. 

 Through references in papers. By manually building a timeline of how the topics 

and articles progresses across time using the references listed in the articles. 

Search Terms  
We then asked the interviewees to briefly explain on how do they come up with the search 

term. A number of interviewees explained that the search terms that they used are typically 

the results from conversations with colleagues, peers, and collaborators. Some of the 

search terms used are based on their experience from reading through articles as well as 

refinement of the search terms by heuristic. Library orientations were also mentioned as a 

source of recommendation for search terms as well as domain specific databases to 

search on. 

To get an overview of how familiar the interviewees were with the services that were 

provided by the Bodleian Libraries, we asked each of the interviewees to indicate their 

frequency in using each of the following catalogues and services: 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 15: Examples of visual search. (a) MusicPlasma [Pla]: A visual search engine for mapping 
music bands and artists. (b) TIARA [WLS+10]: A visual analytics system for exploring large 
collections of text by keywords across time. (c) FacetAtlas [CSL+10]: A visualization technique that 
allows you to view multi-faceted documents and keywords together with their relationship.s 

SOLO (SEARCH OXFORD LIBRARIES) 
 A majority of the interviewees answered never or very little of using SOLO. Only 

three interviewees answered: “Once a week or more”, “2-3 times a month”, and 

“Once a month”, respectively. 

 We then asked the interviewees to briefly explain as to why SOLO was not being 

used. One of the interviewees explained that the up-to-date information that they 

require for their research are not available in books. (Although it is important to 

note that this may not be true for all subject areas.) 

 Another reason why SOLO was not used was that SOLO does not provide you with 

the capabilities to search all available online bibliographic databases like Google 

Scholars. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.1yyy98l
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.1yyy98l
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.1yyy98l
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.1yyy98l
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.wnyagw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.wnyagw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.wnyagw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.wnyagw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.wnyagw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.wnyagw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2zbgiuw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2zbgiuw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2zbgiuw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2zbgiuw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2zbgiuw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.2zbgiuw
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CHINESE CATALOGUES 
None of the interviewees have ever used the Chinese Catalogues. 

ORA (OXFORD RESEARCH ARCHIVE) 
At least three of the interviewees have occasionally used the ORA to check deposited data 

and theses. 

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS CATALOGUES 
None of the interviewees have ever used the Special Collections Catalogues. 

Even though a majority of the interviewees do not use the four above mentioned services, 

they are happy with the collections of articles and publications that are made accessible 

online by the Bodleian Libraries. 

information searched for  

In order to get a better understanding of the interviewees’ search habits, we asked the 

interviewees to briefly described on the type of information that they usually search for. We 

found that most of the interviewees usually search for the latest published articles and 

specialised information that are relevant to their fields. For science-based subjects, the 

interviewees would search for algorithms and experimental methods. Other information that 

was also searched for include patents, talks, overview explanations of specific topics, other 

researchers that are in a similar field, and who is doing what in specific subject areas. 

visual search tool  

Currently, the results that are returned by a majority of search engines and bibliographic 

databases appeared as a list in per page format. We asked our interviewees whether they 

have used a visual search tool before and if they are open to the possibility of using such 

tools in gathering information for their research. Figure 15 shows the visual search tools 

that were shown to the interviewees. Only one of our interviewees has used a visual search 

tool before. The visual search tool that the interviewee used in the past was for a linked 

map and he did not find the tool to be very useful. The interviewee is convinced that any 

future tools developed will struggle to match with Google as the tools created would not 

have access to the richness of data that Google has. 

The other nine interviewees have not used a visual search tool before and were 

enthusiastic about the potential usage of a visual search tool. They felt that having such a 

visualization would be great for their research particularly if you are new to the subject 

area. Several concerns were also voiced with regard to using a visual search tool in 

research: the visualization is currently not highlighting what it not being displayed, and 

naive researchers may assume the results being displayed is a “definitive” guide and might 

not look explore further into the topic. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.ihv636
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.ihv636
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Figure 16: Web searches on Egypt and Egyptology in Oxford do not highlight all the possible 
resources that you can find in Oxford. 

 

Wish list  
We  also asked our interviewees as to express what tools do  they desire for the future and 

below are some of their  answers: 

A tool that allows you to: 

 Generate the most common and related keywords and term-based subjects. 

 Bridge the gaps between the different fields. Different fields could have different 

terms for the same concept, for example super-resolution is a term that is defined 

in imaging but in a different field it could be called something else. Until you have 

captured all of the “synonyms” of the term you could be missing out on a lot of 

references that may be important. 

 Automatically generate the view for the co-citations of the articles as well as 

visualizing the degree of strength of the connections between the articles. 

 Display the timeline of a specific topic and see how the topic popularity has 

increase or decrease over time. 

 Visualize the timeline of the articles, i.e., the evolution of the paper by seeing who 

referenced it and who it referenced.  There is, however, concern that such 

visualization can be too cluttered to view. 

 Integrate between both the publications and social metadata where you would be 

able to receive social recommendation on articles and books as well as finding 

articles based on what the other researchers in similar fields are also accessing. 

The question of privacy is raised here as some subjects are so specialised that 

there are so few people in the field that you can easily determine who the 

researchers are. 

 View the author’s profile and see their publications list. 
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 Search and extract embedded information inside PDF documents, such as 

embedded scientific data.  For this, it may be useful for us to familiarise ourselves 

with the work that is currently carried out by the Visual Geometry Group at 

University of Oxford. 

 An aggregator that would allow you to integrate between the different platforms, 

such as Mendeley, Google Scholars, and JSTOR. 

Using the one of the visualizations, one of the interviewees pointed out that it would be nice 

to have a map of all the resources that are currently available in the University of Oxford. 

For example, if you are a new student in Oxford who has been assigned an essay to write 

on a specific topic in Egyptology, you might not have known that the Pitt River Museum, 

Somerville College, Sackler Library, the Ashmoleum Museum, etc. have collections of 

books and artefacts that may  be of use to your research as  a search on the web and 

SOLO would not have provided you with these resources information (see Figure 16). 

Some of the information such as the location of specific resources can only be obtained 

from talking with your peers, colleagues, or someone that has an extensive knowledge 

about the subject. It is important that such domain-knowledge is captured because if the 

source of information is no longer there then such information would    be lost. When 

writing a prosopography or historiography article it is important for the writer to have access 

to collections of books and artefacts that they can trust and authenticate. 

In one of our interview sessions, one interviewee made this comment: “For Humanities and 

Social Science scholars, repositories of books are important. However for Science-based 

scholars, it is less so as the information that they need are easily accessible online.”   It is 

therefore important for   the library to explore what online tools they can offer to these 

scholars that would facilitate their research. One suggestion is a tool that could help 

promote collaboration between researchers by enabling them to see the institutional 

affiliations of the researchers based on their expertise and allows you to set-up a chat 

system to communicate with these researchers. This tool can also be of potential use in 

facilitating the application of funding across multi-disciplinary fields by allowing scholars to 

see each other’s skills and expertise. 

Instead of building another “search engine” for the library, perhaps we should explore the 

possibility of constructing a visual analytics tool that would complements the existing 

search engines and reference managers by implementing the items mentioned in the wish 

list by our interviewees and more. Perhaps this visual analytics tool can help bring back the 

“physical shelf browsing and serendipitous discovery” [LC14] that is slowly disappearing 

due to our online information seeking  habit. 

Concluding remarks 
by Min Chen 

From the above literature survey, we can make the following observations: 

 Although the ontology-based search engine technology has been around for about 

two decades, it has not shown significant effectiveness in dis- covering library 

resources. The reasons that may explain this problem include the followings. (i) It 

is costly to capture and integrate metadata of library resources. (ii) It is costly to 

support reasonably complex ontologies with necessary techniques such as 

crawlers and indexing and buffering. (iii) The amount of search activities for library 

resources is simply insignificant for enabling ontology-learning. 

 The database-based technology remains as the dominant search aids, but its 

deployment is hindered by the lack of support from visualization for enabling the 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.32hioqz
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.32hioqz
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.upglbi
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.upglbi
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.upglbi
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R3wP1NemtNkjHnebC4To93mKp0LJgxg-FjkavOiXnd0/edit#heading=h.upglbi
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rapid identification of false positives and false negatives, from interactive 

visualization for exploring the search space without a set of well-defined search 

criteria, and from provenance visualization for reducing the cognitive load of 

remembering what has been searched. 

 The next generation of technology for supporting the discovery of library resources 

may need to be developed through new innovations while learning the advances of 

other fields (e.g., online search). It is un- likely that a simply borrowing strategy will 

work. Such an uncreative strategy may actually damage library infrastructures and 

sciences in the long run, as the internet service providers are using the advantages 

of the online search technology to take away the services traditionally belong to 

library infrastructures. When there is a competition, it is disadvantageous for one 

party to compete on the other party’s term and with the other party’s technology. 

 Interactive visualization and visual analytics should have a significant role in the 

next generation of library technology. It is important to understand what 

visualization is really for. The key is to save the users’ time and reduce their 

cognitive load. However, most of visualizations used in the current library 

technology focus on displaying search results, while users often find easier and 

quicker to read the textual results anyway.  Hence most existing effort was 

unproductive. 

Oxford is one of the largest library resource providers in the world. It has the best 

opportunity to lead the development of library technology through innovation. However, it 

will always be harder to make and implement a strategic decision to innovate than to 

borrow. 
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Appendix 7: 
Literature Review 3: Use of Social Media 
for Resource Discovery 
by Simon McLeish 

In 2015, social media, in all its forms, is ubiquitous. They can be categorised in various 

ways, but one frequently reproduced list of different types of social media is as follows 

(Nicholas and Rowlands 2011): 

 Social networking. 

 Blogging. 

 Microblogging. 

 Collaborative authoring. 

 Social tagging and bookmarking. 

 Scheduling and meeting tools. 

 Conferencing. 

 Image or video sharing. 

 

There is already an extensive literature on the ways in which academics and students use 

social media in their work. The same paper records that in 2011, almost 80% of the 

surveyed academics were using social media in their research, a proportion rising to 95% 

in some subject areas. There is a correlation with youth, though not as significant a one as 

might be expected, and also the expected higher likelihood of use of social media by 

academics whose work predominantly requires cross-institutional collaboration. It is also 

not surprising that the different types of tool are considered to be most useful at different 

stages of the research lifecycle, some for identifying research opportunities or organising 

collaboration, others for disseminating research findings.  

Poore (2014) (whose book should be consulted for a full length description of the use and 

potential of social media for both teaching/learning and research) gives the following list of 

the ways in which social media is used: 

 Participation 

 Collaboration 

 Interactivity 

 Community building 

 Sharing 

 Networking 

 Creativity 

 Distribution 

 Flexibility 

 Customisation 

Of these ten roles, discovery has a part to play in at least five, either as part of the active 

participation or as a passive audience. 

While it has been pointed out that much of the role of social media in academic endeavour 

is to facilitate existing practice rather than creating new working methods (Priem, Piwowar, 

and Hemminger 2012), others disagree (e.g. (Poore 2014)), and it seems likely that 
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research and teaching will both see the evolution of new methodology which takes 

advantage of social media. 

One of the most important discovery-related applications of social media is to scholarly 

metrics. Today's scholars can take advantage of “altmetrics” both to measure the impact of 

their own work and as an aid for the discovery of well-regarded research articles, as 

discussed e.g. by (Priem, Piwowar, and Hemminger 2012). Altmetrics basically measure 

the informal citations of articles in various forms of social media, immediately giving a 

picture of the importance of an article which rounds out the information given by traditional 

citation counting (as well as being quicker to respond to new citations, and applicable to a 

wider set of academic outputs by including such things as research data). Recent work 

indicates that differences seen in earlier studies are being smoothed out as time passes 

(Colbron 2015). 
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